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esign tr · ggers 1 
Design triggers prompt the des~n oLnew or improved products or proce.sses. They differ between 
market-led and technology-led companies, although in reality companies seldom use a single approach. 

Market pull 
MarK.et.:.ar'iven-companies are constantly 
researchinq their customers• needs and what 
their competitors are offering. Their aim is 
to follow market trends and _9~vel~ riew or 
improved products to fi ll an identified need. 

The design and operation of online 
supermarket delivery se vices was 

triggered by market pull for a service. 

-.. _ -
Demand 
Demand ~s the number of products that could be 
sold Into a particular market. 

• Mark.et-led companies try to- measure demand 
through research. 

• Technology-led companies hope to stimulate 
demand by launching innovative new products. 

Technology push 
TechnoTogy.:.crriven companies cOncentrate-
on research and development to push the 
boundaries of what is possible inconsumer 

prc;:>c::lµ_9_t!:kTl:!~y._t~nc::l_ n_gt_tgb~y_~-~n __ ~_?._t.~!?lJ?l:!~c::I .. 
market and so are not guaranteed success. 
tlowever,when--they-qet-it riqht it can-be --
revolutionary. 

The inclusion of the first digital camera 

in a mobile phone was triggered by 
technology push in a product. 

-·--Fll·· 
Profitability 
f'rofitability is basically the difference between 
the cost of making a product and the price it 
can trren be sold for. To maintain or increase 
p rofitability desiqners are often asked to 
redeSi<EJn -a product Or-service fo reduce 
manufacturing or runnin<EJ costs. 

------- ---------------
··--- -----------l-n-n-0-v-ati0-n-----------

Innovation is the key to the success of both 
technology- and market-led companies. 
It is required to ensure that products 
remain competitive. The use of emerging 
technology or just approaching a problem 
in an unconventional way can transform the 

---------;---periermance-of-aR--e*istinq---product-oF -tead----
to new products with better performance for 

________ ___ , ___ less-·cost-. ---- --- -------- -- -------

A series of innovations in bicycle design 
helped maintain the dominance of Great 
Britain's cycling squad at Rio 201G. 

------------------~--------------------
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Now try this 

Explain whether the following rely mostly on market pull or technology push to trigger design activities: 
1 high street clothes retailer 

2 Formula 1 team 

3 mobile phone manufacturer. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there D Nailed it! 0 • _es · gn trigge s 2 
__________________ N_ew __ or. improve.cLdesiqns__aretriqqeredJn.J11any __ interconnecting_way.s .. _inclu.dinq __ by __ market:re.search .. 

problems with a product or process, concerns about sustainability or the discovery of a risk. 

Market research 
Product testin13 

Market research-ts---essentiaHor-market- -
led companies to establish the views of 
consumers- ana find wnere demand for a 
product or service exists. The resu~s of 
research are used to both triqger and 
inform the desi<an of new products or 
prompt alterations to existing ones. 

- Focus 13roups 

Interviews ----Who/what is - consumer 
behaviour 
studies -- inv0-lved--in---market 

research? 
Aiialys1~ 

competitor's 
-----·pro-duct~---·-· · 

Online communities 
Analysin13 market trends 

-Performance -issues--· - - ------------------- sustainability--· 
____ f.'ed.orm~11~§_l!2~1.1e_~ __ .w1th __ g __ J2.r.od_u_e_t; __ Q_r_prQc~~-~ 

that results in complaints or poor customer 
_: ... feedbackcan.aiso .. tr-iqqer---a--rede~fl-. 

For example: 

• Computer hardware manufacturers continually 
strive to improve the performance of their 
products in order to cope with the demands of 
new so~ware applications. 

Customer expectations for mobile phones to 

··---···-5.om~time_!2_p_re_!2~HJ.re __ frqm __ em.ti.ro!'.l_rnent~_l!~---------------·--· 
conscious consumers will drive a product 

·-··-· --- --rede5iql'l.-A~y--i11crease--in-- 5\JstairnW-iUty--or .. ---···-······· 
decrease in carbon footprint will make a product 

·· more attractive-to-this--targe and growing--gro11p -· 
of customers. 

for example, cars can be redesigned to: 
• use energy efficient technologies to decrease 

fuel consumption 

-·- operate for tong pe-rioas t:;etween charge_s_ --- ---- -------- -· -· -- reduce carb-orr-emissions--
has led to the rapid development of battery • minimise the generation of other pollutants. 

technology over the past 15 years. Product design also can be affected by 

---- --- --- Designing-out-risk----
5ometimes design changes are triggered 
in response to an incident, accident or the 
discovery of IQ~'!g-term health implications 
involved in using a product. for example, 

__in .the 1990s caren'3ines_.were redesiqned 
to run on lead-free petrol. This change was 

-trigqered-whe11- -it--was-·proven--thatexpost1re----
to lead in exhaust qases posed a potentially 

··-· -------- ··s-erie>u5 -long:oterm-health--ri5-K.---

Now try this 

You have been asked to design a child's toy. 

-teqisl-ation that Is passed to limit-pollution and 
protect the environment. 

By 1992 all new 
cars had redesigned 
cylinder heads with 
hardened valve 
seats to allow them 
to run safely on 
unleaded petrol - a 

direct response to 
concerns about a 
serious health risk. 

Explain one potential risk that must be taken into account in each of the following areas: 

1 the materials used 

2 the form (or shape) of the toy 

3 the function (or how it works). 
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• ed c1ng energ:y 
Desi.gners are al~ays . under .pressure .to redu.ce the.amount of energy used both. in. the .. design process 
and m the operation of a product during its life cycle. 

Reduce energy usage in the 
-design ··process 
Taking adv;:intage of the latest :technology Gan 
help reduce the time, resources and energy 
taken to desiqn new products. 

Enercay efficient desican can be the direct 
result of: 

• c<:>mputer _?imulations 

• 30 CAD modelling 

• rapid prototyping 

• online collaboration 

• virtual design environments. 

The Boeing 777 was the first airliner t o be built and tested in a virtual 

design envi ronment. A worlawide te<:i m created and assembled every 
component and simula ed the operation of an entire vi rtual airli ner before 

any real manufacturing b gan. This ed to .arge energy savings during the 

design process. 

Reduce ·energy usage -during operation 
Reducing the. energy .consumed when .a .product.is in use _ can: __ 

• reduce operating costs 

• meet environmental obligations 

• increase sales to environmentally conscious consumers. 

As a designer you need to be aware of areas where energy savings might be possible. 
Some of these are outtined befow. -- - -- - -- --- - - - -

Increase &ye.tem_ efficiency - Use_ 
compatible components and subsystems 
that: work together to minimise over;;ill 
energy consumption; e.g. hybrid cars use 
a C:C>111binati9n of iJ)?t::tr:ol enginE;: ancj an _ 
electric motor to achieve high efficiencies 
with n9 Joss of _performance_, 

-Reduci-ng 
energy 

consumption 

lncr~eed co"1,POnent efficiency - Energy 
efficient components can make a big 
difference to the overall system effic;iency; 
e.g. LEDs require significantly Jess 
electrical power than conventional filament 
lamps to achieve the same light output. 

Rsducin-a product mae& - The heavier an object, the more 
energy is required to move it. Reducing mass makes products 
easier to move; e .g . f1 cars use carbon fibre composite 
technology to make them extremely llcjht and so maximise the 
acceleration possible from the engine power available. 

Reducing product dimeneion& - Commercial 
pressures for smaller products often lead to the 
miniaturisation of component5. Smaller components 
tend to also use less power; e.g. miniature surface 
mount electronic components consume significantly 
less electrical power tlian an equivalent coiiiientfonal 
through-hole component. 

-------------------

Surface mount technology (SMTJ electronic 

components are really small. 

Now try this 

Explain two reasons why using a virtual design 
environment will save energy when developing a 
complex product, such as an aircraft. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 
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energy recovery 
ste 

Recent innovations in vehicle technology have led to an increase in the number of cars using hybrid 
c::oml::>iried pm_Vf::I' units <Jl'lc::l _t::nt::rgy re:c::o11e_ry ?yste1T1:., This makes them more efficient and reduces emissions. 

__ Byb..ridvehicle.$. __ _ 
Hybrid vehicles offset the disadvantages of using either electric 

·motors-·or ·internat ·combustion··enqines ·on·their ·own;··· 

• With just an electric motor you could drive with zero local 
emissions but the distance travelled is limited by the size of 

yQ_l,lL_~(;'ltt;_~ri_~~ .. _the time needed to recharg~ tb.~rn Cirl~_ JI:!~ 

limited number of charging points available. This is best suited to 
-- .. . low. speed,..shortjourneys.in towns and cities. 

• With just an internal combustion encaine you would contribute 
---·· to·toca1-·poltotion·tevets·bat ·yoo·carr travet·greater distances· 

and it only takes a few minutes to refuel at one of many petrol 
sbiti0n5 to allow exteriGiea Journeys. rfiis best suits hii:Jh speed; · 
long journeys out of town and on motorways. 

The challenge for designers and engineers is to combine these 
- -- -- - - technolo~ies in-St1Cha way t-hat· the driver qets a -seemless-driviflg -

experience and the best possible fuel efficiency from the vehicle. 

.. Energy recovery .sys.tems(ERS) 

In 1997 the Toyota Prius was 
the first mainstream commercially 

available hybrid car. The Prius is a 
parallel hybrid in which an electric 
motor and a conventional engine 
can be used either together or 

individually, depending on the driving 
conditions and power requirements. 

The energy recovery system is one of the key aspects of hybrid vehicles. 
-····- ·1·n- .a-··c;e>riven£IO'ria1·e:ar; --wheri -you···r1eecfb5 .5Iow --aown-aric:ropera£e·-uie-&raKe5~- "'"etic--eriergy--i5-

converted to heat, \,V~i~h is_ v.ic;i~~e;:c:I in _!~~_i:,r<i_1ki_11_g ~y~t~'!' .<J~Y<:)_l)_ slow down. 

• In contrast, energy recovery systems slow the car by converting kinetic energy into electricity, 
which. is--then-.stored .. in on-board batteries untit-it'sneeded. Little, if any;·-enef'g.y--is-wasteGl -at>- -
heat. On journeys in towns where heavy traffic often means stopping and starting repeatedly, 

-- --- ---- -energy sa'7in'35 from-these systems can be stgnificant. 

• The impact of ERS has also been seen in motorsport. 
--···- fhe-iate5FER5 -5Y5tem-5--li5ecfii1·-i=raiiow--enqlne5--te> -

gen~r.ate th~ _?.ame pow~r:._c;is t .heir 
predecessors but using 35% less fuel. 

ERS systems in F1 
motorsport are able to 
convert kinetic energy 
recovered from braking 
and heat energy recovered 
from the engine exhaust 

into electricity. This is 
stored for use to boost 
the available power when 
overtaking. Cutting edge 
technology developed in F1 
normally trickles down into 
conventional high-cost then 

low-cost vehicles. 

Describe two advantages of using a vehicle that uses hybrid technology. 

Ener~ store 
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s stainability an cost over 
ro uc life cycle 

As a desig_ner you have a responsibility to consider the sustainability and costs of designing and 
manufacturing a product. These should be considered over the entire product life cycle. 

- The product life cycle 

Material 
disposal 
in landfill 

Material 

recyclin<a 
'4 

Desi-an -----------> Raw material 

extraction 

End of life 

Product life cycle 

Use/re-use 
~ 

I/ ,.. 
Maintenance/ 
repair 

Distributiorv'transportation 

Cost reduction over product life 
cycle 
A slightly more complex o r expensive design or 
material specified at the design stage can be 

offset by reduced costs later in the product fife 
cycle. For example, if you design a product so 
that the constituent materials can be separated 
easily, any additional design and manufacturing 
costs will be offset by lower recydlng costs at 
the end of the product's life. 

Now try this 

The end of the road. VW aim to 

enable 95% of the materials and 
components in the·r vehicles to 

be recycled or re-manufactured 
for re-use at end of life. 

Raw material 

processin<a 

l 
Manufacturin<a 

The product life cycle takes 

into account all the stages of 

a product's life from design 

through to end of life and 

material recycling or disposal. 

Sustainability of product life cycle 
Manufacturers often have both a Iecaal and moral 
responsibility to make their operations more 
sustainable. In addition, commercial pressure 
is also exerted by ~ more environmentally 
conscious public who demand products with 
greater sustainability. For example, most motor 
manufacturers refurbish and remanufacture used 
vehicle components and offer them for sale as 
replacement parts, instead of sending them for 
recycling. 

IKEA supply the majority of t heir furniture as flat packs for home assembly. 

1 Describe one reason why this helps to reduce life cycle costs. 

2 Describe one reason why this helps to increase sustainability. 

Bad a look 0 • 
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At the design stage it is important to consider the potential risks that the manufacture or use of your 
product might pose and whether hicah-value manufacturinca techniques will be employed. 

Designing out risk !or employees 
Good design should eliminate all types of risk to the employees who are manufacturing your products. 

• Ensure that the materials and processes you specify are as safe to use and carry out as possible. 
For example, water-based paints or powder coating pose a reduced health risk compared to solvent
based paints and should be used where possible. 

• Ensure that the risks of making mistakes during manufacturinca and assembly are minimised. For 
example, using asymmetric mounting holes will ensure parts can only be assembled in the correct 
orientation. This principle is known in Japan as ' Poke Yoke', which roughly translates as making a 
process fool proof. 

Designing out risk !or customers 
Good design will eliminate any health and safety risk to stakeholders, customers and the end users of 
your proc;:lucts. This will involve examining the materials used, the form and the function of the product. 

For example: 

• Food and drink containers should only ever use food-safe materials that won't contaminate their 
contents (for example, drinks bottles manufactured from PET thermoplastic polymer). 

• Sharp edges or corners on any product should be rounded off to prevent accidental injury. 

• The mechanism of a folding chair must· avoid formintg a trapping hazard in which fingers might be caught 
during operation. 

Commodity and high-value manu!acturing 
Commodity manufacturinca is characterised by 
low value and high volume. It uses low technology 
traditional processes and production methods. Much 
commodity manufacturing has been outsourced to 
low-cost countries and emerging economies. 

In contrast, hicah-value manufacturinca is 
characterised by lower volume,_hiqh complexity and 
high value. Manufacturing is often dependent on 
innovative new processes, manufacturing techniques 
and materials driven by investment in research and 
development. This can be a very challenging design 
environment but in fully developed industrial economies 
it is vital for continued growth of domestic 
manufacturing . For example , the manufacture of Airbus 
wings in the UK has all the characteristics of high-value 
manufacturing. 

-

Now try this 

Additive manufacturing of titanium brackets 

used by the aircraft industry has led to reduced 

resources, lower weight and increased strength. 

It has also increased the cost of the product, 
but this is offset easily by savings in fuel. 

The standard UK mains plug has been in use since the 1940s and has several 
safety features built into its design. 

1 Describe two features of a plug that have been designed to reduce the 
risk of harm to those using it. 

2 Is the production of UK mains plugs an example of commodity or high
value manufacturing? 
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Systems, e u · pment an 
interfaces-

Large engineering systems can be broken down I nto individuaTpiec.e5 of intercon.nected equipment: . 
These worLt2gether to perform the function of the system a_? a whole. 

Systems_ Equipment 
System is a term used to describe often 
lar~e --Mld -comp!ex a-ssembHes--or macliines - .. 
t hat depend on the coordinated function 

felJuipment is a term used to describe the individual 
·· -interconnected-elements-that-make-vp a-larqer---- -

system. For example, a robot arm is just one piece 
of equipment that miqht be found on- an automated -
production line. Several of these working in 

· ·-of interconnected smaller subsystems and 
individual pieces of equipment. Examples 
include an aeroplane, an automated 
production line or a ca_i::. 

conjunction with .. other eqi:iipmeiit, -sensors ana control · 

. _tech~_c::>lc::>~Y. . f11i~h~--~f:: .. ~~qui~~c;f in_.=i_ (;?f11F'I~~-~- ~>'~~~rTl '. .... 

Interfaces 
The types ·of connections or interfaces between equipment in· a system· depend on ·the required 
complexity, flexibility, intelligence and the technology employed. Often a range of technologies can be 

· ---usec:rrr1-tne same system:· For· iffstaii.ce, a··c:::ar frltegrates· mechanicar;e1eetrrc:a-r; nyaraunc~ pfreumatic afrd 
microcontroller systems. 

Mechanical - Combinations of levers, linl::a-aes, Electrical - Combinations of relays, connectors and 
··cable5; -pulleys anc:fijear5 can· proitide ttie ·reqiiked switches wired to-aet-her into electrical-circtJits can 
level of interconnection and control in mechanical provide control in electrical systems. Such systems are 

• -~:;:;:·5~u~~~:~s~!~!:.-re (jerieralTy·roi;·ust and · ~~---~/_·-_-ae_ne-r-ally-f'Ob1JSt--and--reliable--but -lack-fle.xil:>Hity. ---- -

Hydra.ulic/Pneumatic - Combinations 
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regulator on a 
steam traction 

engine - these 
used entirely 
mechanical 

Eqaipn\ent 
interfaces 

of various valve types connected usin-a 
p ipework Into hydraulic./ pneumatic c ircuits 
can provide the rec:i,uired level of control 

\ 

in hydraulic/pneumatic systems. Such 
systems are -aenerally robust and reliable 

but ~""_ fl&cibHity. 

MicrocontroHerisoftware - The advent of microcontrollers and software
controlled systems of electromechanical relays, valves and actuators 
hav e revolutionised what is possible when interlacin-a ec:i,uipment: different 
~es of technol0<3y can be combined in the same system far more simply . 
Electronic sensor techno l0<3y, combined with intelli-aent control software, 
allows system behaviour t o be changed in real time in response to a ran-ae 
of external factors, and software-based controllers prOvide almost infinite 
system flexibility. 

In c~rs, m~chanical carburettors have been largely replaced by electronic 
fuel injection and engine management systems that provide superior 

performance and fuel economy. These can precisely alter the mix of fuel 
and air entering the engine in response to a wide range of parameters 
mo~itored by the system. They can also be reconfigured to alter the 
engine performance using a laptop. 

Create a simplified sketch of a small system within your field of study. 
Include details of equipment-level components, such as motors or 
sensors, and the technology used to connect and control them. 

For example, sketch the system 

used to operate anti-lock brakes 
on a motor vehicle. 

Had a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 • Syste com ro • ses 
-·· _Jnvarial:?ly .. some . .t.r.ade __ ofLor .. c.ompromises __ must _be _ _made .. wh.e.n..integratjnq_all..the_.e(;\u.ipment . ..req.uired. ___ _ 

within a system. Sometimes it is necessary to accept the shortcomings of some elements in order to 

. achieve the -t?est overall -system performance.··· 

. -Systems integration · 
The issue of systems integration and how this can often lead to compromise is best illustrated using a 

familiar example, in this case, a car. 

Cooling - En-aines -aenerate waste heat that must be 
..... dissipat&i.to .. pre.tent .. over.heatiru3._Car.s..ther.efol"e .. -

incorporate additional coolin-a equipment in the form 
.. _of..radiatQ~_t_o. _QYer.c.ame .. t.hi::;.p...rQJ:llem • .J-to.w.e.ver •........ 

the waste heat from the engine can be turned into 

an c::>F'P9.~!ll1iD' .. l?Y.r:~ir:~qj_1JgitJc::> heaters in the 
passen-aer compartment when required. 

Bonding - Physically supportin-a and joining 
t he d ifferent ec:i,uipment in a car is done 
almost exclusively by spot weldin<a and the 
use of fasteners, such as screws, c lips, 

Lc>:cat.ion (for optimum ~uipment -----l 
performance) - To allow a radiator to 

.. _ fun~ie>ll ~ffic::i~l'.!~_ly ~llc:I pre>0_c;le ~ff~ilf~ .. 
en-aine coolin-a it should be placed at 
the front of the vehicle in a constant 
flow of cool air. This is true even for 
mid-en<::iine vehicles where the en-alne 
is behind the driver. This usually means 

fittin-a Ion-a coolant pipework. back to .. . 
. tiie .en-aine: In f1 , a rad iator at the front 
of the car would ruin its aerodynamics 
and, as a compromise, the radiator is 
mounted further back and ductin<a or 
scoops are used t()divert air tnrou~n it 
to provide coolin-a. 

and nuts and bolts. IGteally the body shell 

i3n".1 .. P<ln~I~ _IAf()IJ_l".1 b~J;:>f::rrn.lil1~11tly _ welded 
to-aether to provide maximum ri<aidity; 
however, removable access panels are often 
required to allow the repair and servicin-a of 
other equipment-leve l components. 

System 
integration 

compromises 
in·a·ca:r ···-· 

Electrical/electronic 
compatibitity- Electrical systems 
in standard motor vehicles run on 
12 V DC. The -0rk3lnal purpose of 
a battery was to provide a means 

-0f startin<a the..en-aine. Modem 
cars feature a hu-ae number of 

... __ othel:"_electrical..and electronic. .. -
equipment, from radios to 
windscreen wipers . To allow simple 
equipment inte-aration all these 
al~ run on a 1_2 V supply even if 
that means includin<a devices within 
the equipment to reduce this 
volta-ae to malce it compatible with 
their electronic systems. 

Centre of gravity - To ensure 
stability when cornerin-a, the 

-- centre-of--aravity·in·a ··car--· ··· ·· 

should be as low and central 
--as·pessi"le. -This-is ·aehieved

at system level by the careful 
--- positionin-a--0f. -ec:i,uipment-level- ···-

elements. Therefore, when heavy 
equipment such as. the en-aine is 
located at the front of a car it 
is counterbalanced by t he fuel 
tank at the rear. (In motorsport 
.alLttte_ ~uip_m.ent,_Jn(;ludin'3 .. the _____ _ 
driver, is positioned as low as 

p~~i1'1_~ .J _ 

F1 cars have a mid-engine and are extremely low to 
the ground in order to optimise the position of the 
centre of gravity for fast cornering. The radiators are 
positioned in the side pods at either side of the driver. 

------------- ---------------
Equipment-level waste heat generated by a car engine provides an opportunity 

at system level to make use of this elsewhere. 

Describe a different example from within your field of study where waste 
generated at equipment level is put to use elsewhere in the system. 

For example, 

consider how heat 
from an aircraft 
engine can be used 
to de-ice the wings. 
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ipment speci ications an 
- cost e fec:tiveness 

--=~=====~~~ Equipment product design specifications (PDS) 
Whe~ spe~ifying equip~ent for use in large systems you must ensure equipment product design 

------· ·- - ---Spea~t1ons are.detailed-and. aceuf'ate. --Thesemvstconsider..a -range-of. eqvipment-arid--system
related issues. 

Shortcomin.rae ab>sorbed at system level - Can 

·-· sens.ltive pieces .of. equipment. bep.ositio.nedtogether.. 
and benefit from shared system-level protection from 

. ___ b~<11:, __ ~lqLgys1:J_lJ!q vibration? 

-Etectroma;anet'ic-c::ompat11:Jlllty·(EMC)=Witt-ttre··--

equipment caenerate electromacanetic interference that 
·micaht affect-other-electrica~ or·-etectronic·equipment?-· · 
Can this be minimised or eliminated? Is electromacanetic 
shietdin-a--required·-orcan--sensitive-equfpment·l::>e----· 
repositioned or shielded instead? 

Specification 
considerations 

~-' ----

Cost effective ,eroduction 
A systems approach to design and manufacturing 

-· -can-have.several.advantages, -~nclvding.!oweriw:J--· 

production cost. 

• Off the shelr eq.uipment (proprietary) - Where 
possible use off-the-shelf standard equipment, 
as it avoids equipment design and -manufacfairlng . . 
CC?Sts (capital outlay, set up and t;e>c:;>ling 
costs). 

Speeialists-and--cent-res-of--ex-ceUence-
5ometimes specialist eq uipment must be 
designed-and ·manufacturec:t;···1n11esting·-·in centres--

of excellence and concentrating specialist 

-· ·-··-·· ;~:i;~~JEi;~~f t~r::;~~~:~~~~~!~~ .. 
~- Concur-l"ent-development--~- Utis.-means tnat.each

specialist piece of equipment or subsystem can 
- be-worked on by-different teams·-atthe same 
time, minimising overall lead times and cost. 

Mass - What is the maximum mass of the 

···-- eql)_i_P_IT1<::11.~ th<1~-- ~ill ci_ll()_\,lf t~<;: c;>v<::r:Clllsystem 
mass to be achieved? ---·· . 

Airbus have specialist centres of excellence, 
designing and building aeroplane equipment 
and subsystems throughout Europe. 

Aerospace is one industry that takes a systems approach to design 
and manufacturing. 

For example, describe how the 
automotive industry takes a 

systems approach to design and 
manufacturing. Describe another product or industry that adopts a similar approach. 
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echan·ca properties 
.As _a __ de.siqner_you.will need to __ understandthe.mechanicaL properties oLarange oLmaterials_and. how_tbey _ .. 
compare. Mechanical properties describe how a material is affected by the application of different forces. 

Yield point 

· Yietc:i point :_:-The 5fre55 ·.alter w;;1a1 ·- · 
any further strain or extension will be 
permanent (e .-a . wllen a bolt- t hat ha.5 been 
stretched will not return to its oricainal 
1en-tjttiY:-1n1s· is--re;any -a--measure·-of tne-· 
maximum useful tensile stress. 

---Ultimate-t:eneile-stre5&-(UT5)--Tue --
maximum tensile stress a material can 

withstand before failure. 

Fati.raue limit - The maximum 
level .. of stres.5 .. that canJ;>e 
applied cyclically without the risk 

_ _of fati-ave __ ~r~G.k_.f~iqn ;;io~ _ 
eventual failure. (Components 

~~~:~::/. 
stiffness o f a material 
when undercaoin43 elastic 
deformation. 

Mechanical 
properties of 

materials 

I 

· Malleability-- The- ability of ·a-material -to-·be · 

deformed permanently usinca compressive 
forces. (Any item--that is forcaed is-malleable.} 

Compressive st~rath - The maximum 
compressive strencath a material can 

withstand before failure; e.g cast 
iron has the ability to withstand larcae 
downward loads typically supportinca 

machine tools or brid43e5. 

Shear stren.rath - The maximum 
shear stress a material can 
withstand before failure. 

Hardness - The ability of a 
material to resi5t indentatio n, 
scratchinca and wear (e.ca. a 

-file demorisfrate5 harartess by 
cuttinca a softer material). 

Toughness -::-It!~ ;;il::@ty gf __ ;;i_ 

material to resist fracture under 

shock lc::><1_£:1ing_, . 

Ductility - The ability of a material 
· to-bestretchedpermanently-usinca -· · 

tensile forces. 

~---~-~~---~---------~---------~ 

Select two mechanical properties of high speed steel (HSS) and explain why these make HSS a suitable material for 

use in drill bits. 
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an ther al properties 
--~;:t~:~i~~:,::~~. need to understand tbe physicaLandther.mal properties of_a ranqe of materials and 

Physicil~ properties of materials 

Deneity (kqm3) - Measures 

the .compaci;oess of _a material 
by measurinca the mass present 
P~l"J./_l'lif;_ vQ!_ume. 

-~oiling_ f'C:li_nt ("C) - Defines the 
temperature at~hi~h a frquid chancaes 
phase into a caas (or boils). . 

A 
Melting point _("C) ,---- Defines the 

-

te-.. -m- pe·r--a·t ·u--r-e at-· whi-c h a--s-· o- -1-id c·-hancaes 
pl:ia~ intQ a liql!i~ (()I'.'_ melts). 

Appearance - Qualitative 
characteristics includinca 
colour, texture and other 

Physical 
properties 

~---.--,.....____J 

---aesthetic- properties-, 

- - latent heat of vaporisation- (kJ/kg) _ 

The amount of enercay absorbed when 
- one--lcilo-::Jram of a material -chancaes phase
from liquid to caas. 

Ceramic materials tend to have 

extremely high melting points. This 

ceramic-lined crucible is able to contain 
molten steel at around 1500 oc_ 

Latent heat of fusion (k..llk<J} - The amount of 
heat e-nercay-absorbed when--one -lcilocaram-of. a - -

material chancaes phase from solid to liquid. When 
the material is chancainca its phase (state) the 
temperature and pre~sure remain static. 

. Thermal. properties of --materials 
Specific. heat;_ g_pacit;y (J~°C),---- MeasJJres 
the amount of heat enercay required to raise 
the temperat1Jre of one kilocaram of rn<ilterial by 

. one decaree. I 
Thermal c:Qndua.ivi:t)' CW/ml\) :::: Measures a 
material's ability to conduct heat. H~ t~~~is 
from hot to cold . 

r---------'-----'==-- -

_Tb.~~lllcal_ 
properties 

Coefficient of linear expansion (rr\lm 0 C) - -

Measures the--lineal'-expansion of-a-material-with .. 
each decaree rise in temperature. - ... ,,. _______ _ 

:Now try this 

Describe one physical and one thermal ro t f h · 
ensure that it survives the heat of re-entr~ in~~~:e oEatrt~,~~~::~~:~~- for the skin of a spacecraft that will help 
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Eltictrical and magnet· c 
properties 

---- --As a -c:lesigner .. you wllfrequire ~in under'5tanding--ofthe-dectricafancfmagii-e:fic propertTes ofaranqe of 

__ 1T1Glt~l'i_al? _ G111ctbC>V11~hey _ c:;q1T1pG1r~~--- __ --·------- -- __ _ 

__ Eleetdeal __ pro_pertie_s _____ -· 

---Reslstivity·(flml-:.::· Measures··ttre·-c;te'3ree·to-which a·--
material resists or opposes the free flow of electrons. 

-C-urrentflow-depends-on-the-·movement-of-·etectrons-:----

-Conductivity (1/flm) .:.:: The inverse-·of·resistivity;·-
conductivity measures the decaree to which a material 
permits-the free-ffow of electron~ 

Electrical 
properties 

Temperature coefficient of resistivity (1!°C) -
Measures the chan'3e in resistivity of a material with 
each d~ree rise in temperature. 

--- ---- - -- ---- - --·- ------- --- -- - --

·Magnetic-properties - -

Asnneability (Him) - Measures the decaree of 
- -- ---- --- macanetisation--a -material underf30eS-when inside -· 

a ma43netic field . 

Magnetic 
properties 

Reluctance (1/H) -

M easures the resistance 
a material has to the 

- ----passa43e of _a macanetic. 
field throu'Jh it . 

~netism - certain metals, si.icfi -
as iron, nickel or cobalt and their alloys, 
"<'::an be aesa;1:1ea as l:>ei!UjTerromagnetic. 
ferroma43netic materials are stroncaly attracted 

-- by-a maianetic field ·and" readily P-eeome 

macanets themselves when exposed to an 
- external ma'3T1eticfield~ 

-

Now ~ry this 

Electromagnets 

The operation of an electromagnet depends 

on the magnetisation of its ferromagnetic 

core by a magnetic field generated by a 
coil in which an electric current flows. 

You have been asked to design a shield to protect some sensitive electronics from the effects of stray magnetic 
fields. Shielding works on the principle of providing a low resistance path for the magnetic field to pass through, 
directing it away from the area being protected. 

Describe the magnetic property of the material used for the shield that determines its effectiveness. 
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vance 
Material science is_ continually advancing ancLas a design_ engineer you should keep u to date with 
advanced, new and novel materials and their potential applications. p 

Bio materials 
Biomaterials can be metals, polymers or ceramics. 
Their only common characteristic is that they 
are compatible for use inside the body without 
disrupting or adversely effecting biological 
systems. 

Applications of biomaterials include:-

• joint replacements 

• bone fixings 

• dental implants 

• heart valves 

• stents. 

Smart alloys 
Smart al.lo.ys are a group of specialist metal alloys 
that exh1b1t novel character istics such as: 

• superelasticity - these alloys can undergo 
large strains and still spring back to their 
original shape when conventional metal alloys 
would have been permanently deformed. 

• shape memory - these alloys can appear to 
have been plastically deformed and bent into 
shape but upon heating will spring back to their 
original shape. - _ _ 

N anoengineered ·materials 

Nitinol 

N~tinol, an alloy of nickel and titanium, is both 

b1ocompatible and a smart alloy that exhibits 

shape memory characteristics. One medical 

appli_cation for nitinol is in arterial stents used 

to widen restricted arteries. The mesh stent is 

compr_essed and placed inside the artery. The 

stent is then warmed in situ, which causes it to 

expand to its original shape, and push against 

1 the actery walls, allowing improved blood flow. 

~~n r;;-~ria~ ~re erigi_n_eer:ed intg W.}ry small particles or structures on the nano scale (1-100 x 10-e m) 
ey o ~n ex 1b1t a range of novel properties not present in other forms of the material. 

Na~o~n(mee~ed -materials have found applications in a range of consumer products and new nano 
ma ~ria ~ suc as graphene (a form of carbon), are the subject of much academic r~search. 
Applications of nanoengineered materials include: 

• sunscreen - uses nanoparticles to absorb UV rays 

: ~ar~on .fibre stru~tur~s :-- can be stiffened using silica nanoparticles 

hth1um-1on batteries - use electrodes based on nanoparticle technolog 

• flexible solar cells - made possible by nanoparticle technolog y 

• Self-cleaning glass - used in construction and relies on a coa~ing of nanoparticles. 

Now try this 

You have ~een asked to design some high-end spectacle frames for a high 
street retailer. 

:ro~ the o~tio_ns above select a type of advanced material that would be suitable 
in this application and justify your choice. 

You could ".JO on to 
identify applications 

of advanced materials 

used in your own field of 
study. 
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S rface treat ents an c at·ngs 
The components you design will often require the application of a surface treatment to protect them 
from corrosion. Of course, coatings can also enhance the aesthetic appeal of a finished product. 

Anodieing 
• Commonly applied to aluminium and titanium, which form 

inert and hard-wearinq oxide layers spontaneously in 

air. 
• Anodisinq uses an electrochemical process to increase 

the thickness of this layer and provide qreater 

protection. 

Electroplating 
• Chromium plating is a lonq-established method of 

protectinq brass taps or steel car bumpers from the 

effects of corrosion. 
• It also qives a hiqhly reflective, polished surface finish. 

• Anodised finishes are porous and are often dyed in 

bri<aht colours before beinq sealed. 

Galvanising 

Surf ace treatments 
and coatings --------,:;_____.-....,.-----------' 

Powder coating 
• Powder coatinq is often used as an 

alternative to wet paint, which provides 
similar levels of protection and colour 

choice. 
• It is -aenerally considered to be less 

environmentally harmful, as it avoids the 

use of solvents. 
• It works by applyinq electrostatically 

charqed thermoplastic powder to 
metal components and then baking 
the component in an oven to fuse the 

powder into a uniform coatinq. 

Painting 
• Paintinq provides a protective layer 

to prevent the ingress of water, 
which leads to corrosion in metals 
and rot in wooden materials. 

• Just as importantly, paint is available 

in many colours and is used to 
provide enhanced aesthetic appeal 
to a wide ran-ae of products. 

._ -_._ --- ---- -
Now try this 

___ .. _ 

You are restoring an old Land Rover and find the chassis is heavily corroded 

and needs to be replaced. 

Describe which of the above surface protection and coating(s) would provide the 
best protection for the replacement chassis to maximise its service life. 

Galvanisinq is widely used on 
steel products for use outdoors 

and involves applyin<a a zinc 
coatinq to the product. 
This forms a physical barrier to 

prevent the inqress of water, 
which can lead to rustinq. 
It also electrochemically 
protects the steel, providinq 

lonq-term maintenance-free 
corrosion resistance. 

______ .._. 

A combination might 

be needed to provide 
the best possible 

protection. 
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Luhr• cat· on 
The ~omponents you design will often require the use of appropriate lubrication to protect them from 
wearing prematurely. 

Lubrication 
To prevent premature wear, overheating and-inefficient running most mechanical systems require 
lubrication. 

Reduce friction 
The lubricant film reduces 

- friction between surfaces. _ 

Reduce wear 
The lubricant film prevents direct contact between 
surfaces and so mechanical surface erosion_is reduced. 

Purposes of 
Protect against corrosion ________., lubrication 
Lubricants that are liquid or '3rease-based 

Reduce heat build-up 
Circulatin9 lubricants 
carry heat away from the 
components bein9 protected. 

provide a barrier to moisture, which 
prevents corrosion. 

Remove debris 
Circulatin9 lubricants can wash 
and carry away dirt or debris from 
movin9 components. The dirt is then 
captured in a filter. 

------------
Fluid film lubrication 
Fluid film is an effective lubrication retaimen, 
with examples found commonly in the moving 
parts of motor vehicles:lt depends on a -

constant film of lubricant supporting the full load 
between two surfaces to p revent any physical 
contact between them. 

There are two common ways to achieve this: 

• Hydrostatic lubrication, where the lubricant 
is pumped ~nder pressure between the 
bearing surfaces to prevent it from being 
squeezed_ out. _ 

• Hydrodynamic lubrication, which relies on 
the relative movement of the surfaces to 
pressurise and maintain an effective lubricant 
film. 

Now try this 

-------------
Types of lubricant 

Liquid - this may be circulating, such as in a 
car engine, or it may be sprayed or dripped 
on. In the case of circulating lubricants 
and systems where it is applied directly, 
the lubricant and filter should be changed 
regularly. 

Grease-based - this lubricant may be 
packed around moving parts. For some 
components, the grease may be sealed in 
anddesigned to last the life of the part, 
but for others reapplication may be needed, 
and a grease gun can be used to apply 
fresh grease as required. 

Solid - these are commonly based on 
graphite; They have an advantage over 
liquid lubricants because they can operate 
at high temperatures without degrading. 

----------
Identify three reasons why effective lubrication is necessary in a car engine. 
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f ater·a s 
Jn .. order_to.avoidor.protect .. aqainstcomponent_failure.youmust_be_aware_ofthecommonfailure .. 
mechanisms that you might encounter and the operating conditions that cause them. 

Brittle fracture 
• Generally occurs in hi9h-str~h materials with low 

tou13hness and poor ductility; e.13. cast iron, hiliJh 
carbon steel, 13lass, most ceramics. 

• Caused by overloadin13 in tension. 
• There is little or no plastic defonnation or neckinliJ (a 

reduction in diameter of the material as it elon~s) 
evident prior to brittle fracture and so it can occur 
quickly anc:f WithoUt any warriin.a sicans. 

Ductile fracture 
• Generally occurs in materials with hiliJh 

touliJhness and liJood ductility; e.13. copper, 
wrDUliJht iron, mild steel. 

• Caused by overloadi"'iJ in tension. 
• COOsiderabre piastK: GleFoririatiori~ fiemianent; 
elon~ion and neckinliJ can be observed 

- before· failure: 

Creep failure 

Modes of 
failure 

• Creep is a phenomenon where a 

constant tensile stress well below the 
yield point of the material leads to 

-. Pfa5tiC: aefonnatiOO and elongation over 
extended periods of time. 

--ineffUriCJleek&fth15Will 1eaa- to 
eventual component failure. 

COrroslon 
• A familiar form of C01TOSion is rust on iron 
· andsteet. 

• All forms of C01TOSion involve chemical 
proc:esse5 that attack the material itsetf; 

• This '3radually affects the material's 
·appearanceandeventuallywealcens·its 
mechanical properties. 

-

Now try this 

• - The rate of creep is elevated at 1ii'91f 
temperatures. 

Fatigue failure 
Fatigue is a phenomenon.encountered 
in components subject to cydic loadi"'iJ 

_ Crereat;edloadio~aod urdoadio9Lwell _l:1elo.w 
their nonnal yield stren~. 
A tiny material flaw or scratch can be 
enouliJh to initiate a fracture that grows 

slowly with each cycl~· 
Over time cracks can 'ifl"OW sufficiently to 
weaken the material and cause component 
failure. -

Locali5ed 5tress concentration at sharp 
Comers or other features on a component 
can accelerate the fati13ue process. 

Fracture surface showing the characteristic beach i 

marks of fatigue crack propagation (the gradual 
growth of a small crack in the material which 
enlarges slightly with every loading cycle). 

The turbine blades in jet aircraft engines operate at stress levels below their 
material's yield point but at temperatures close to its melting point. 

Identify the mode of failure most likely to affect the metal alloy used in jet engine turbine blades 
when operating in these conditions. 
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echanical otion 
As a de.siqner of mechanical _systems you need to appreciate.the four basic types of motion that you 
can employ. 

Rotary 
- -- Rotation-describes motion aloma-a -

circular path about some central point 
or centre of rotation . 

Unear 
Possiblythe5imple$-f;ype-m-motion,whei-e--
movement is along a strak:lht line. An example of 
linear motion could.be observedinthe hydraulic 
cylinder operating a l1earing press. 

/ 
Oscillating 
Oscillating motion can be described as 
a form of rotary motion where direction 

The four types 
of mechanical 

··motion 

is reversed periodically and a repetitive 
swingi!UJ motion i5 established. A sWingin03 
clock pendulum is a good example of 
osa11ati119 moooo. 

Rotary and :rec::ip:roc::~ting m.e»tiQD 

Piston 

Rot:atiria 
craft shank 

Now ~ry ~his 

Reciprocating 
Reeiprocating motiOn aescnlies a fomi Of -
linear motion where direction is reversed 
periodically and a repetitive up anaaownor 
t:Jack and forth cycle is established. The two 
staqes of a· reciprocatin;a cycle ar-e called 
strokes. 

The crank shaft in an 

engine provides a good 
example of rotary motion. 
Also shown here is the 
piston, which demonstrates 
reciprocating motion. 

From within your field of study identify at least one example for each of the four types of mechanical motion. 
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kage 
ln_most mechanical systems, you will need to link the motion of_ one eJemeot _oLa system to another. You may 

also need to convert one type of motion into another, chan13e its speed, direction or the force it can exert. 

Mechanical linkages 
The--are-many-forms·-of-mechanicatlinkage-that--you--

will need to be familiar with. 

Simple levers 

Four bar linka03es 

Cams 

This photo shows the cutaway of an engine 
with twin overhead camshafts. The rotating 
cams that open and close the engine 
valves can be seen clearly. 

- - - - - - - - --=- - --- ... --
Mechanical advantage 
One of the key aspects of linkages is their ability 
to take a small force actin13 over a large distance 
and convert it into a larger force acting over 

- .aproportio11aUy.smalJer .. clista11ce~This-isthe-
principle by which a lever works. 

Tiiis 1sRnown·as mechar.-rcaladvantage·rMAJ~ 
whichi:, ct_~~l1~d as the_ ratio between the output 

-force or load (Fj) arid the input force or effort (F .J 
where: 

MA=3_ 
Fa. 

Effort: Loa_c:I_ 
Fe= 10N F 1 =SON 

1 Pivot: t 
1.0m 

A simple lever, where MA = 50 ..;- 10 = 5 

Linkages in nature 
Structures comparable to some types of 
mechanical linkage can be found. ii'! n~t1.ff~. 

For example, short linear muscle contractions in 
----- ·your-biceps·osea-bastcltnkag-etoprollide-almost 

180° of rotary motion at your elbow. 

A Mantis shrimp uses a system of levers to 
enable its raptorial claws to be accelerated 

rapidly and pack an enormous punch. 

-----~-~--------~-----

Research and sketch two examples of the mechanical linkages mentioned in 
the spider diagram at the top of the page. One application of cams has been 
given for you. 

For one example, you could 
sketch the linkage that 
operates a windscreen 

" wiper. Research and 
sketching is useful revision 
of the skills you need for 
your set task. 
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Power sources 
- ...... - - ..... Wh.en de:.signinq a_ pr.oductit's . .important.to .select. the .most .appropriate .way to .. powe.r. it .. .You should .... . 

always aim to use the most clean, efficient and sustainable power source possible. 

Mechanical power 
· Mechani-ca~power- drove the· industrial revolution 
and was being harnessed lonq before the 

······· ae·velopment ·c;-r-·widespre.aa·use·--of ·erectrieify~---

.... ~ourc;e~ gf 111t::c:;lla11iqal .P<?WC'::~ J11c_l1.J.c::!~: .. 
• internal combustion engine 

• steam ·engitre 

• steam turbine 

• gas turbine 

• flywheel 

• clockwork mechanism 

• falli1ll3 weight 

··· • -windmiU 

• waterwheel. 
This wa5 the first radio ·that did not nee·d 
an electricity supply or batteries. Instead, 
it-·i:isea -iin rnte-rna1··cioc1Cwork generator:· Tne·-Mechanical and electrical power are inextricably 

.. link.ee<I as. the vast . majority of .power generati.on 
technoloqies convert mechanical power; e.q. 

······ ·· ·· ...... from.a steam.turbine in a. power station.; -into . 
electricity. 

h.:1119.~IAIC>llllc:l c:;l9ck\V9rk rr.ie:chcirii~111 . pr<;>vided 
the mechanical power to drive a sm~ll - .. 

electric EJenerator, which in turn provided the 
electricity needed for the radio's electronics. 

Electrical power 
El~rici.ty provides a source of power and runs tfle control tecnnologles that are at the heart of 
eng1~eering and technolog~lthough the majority of the electricity we consume is qenerated in power 
stations there are other sources of electrical power, including: 

.... battery·-· - ·· - · ······· -• ···hydreelectric··generators-·· 

• hydrogen fuel cell • thermoelectric generator (teg) 

• photovoltaic cells • power station mains electricity (gas/coaVnuclear). 
• wind turbines 

-~~---------~--------------- -----
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Energy from nature - fuels 
Some f~rm_s _of power qene~atlon, such a~ solar or wind, extract energy from naturally occurring 
and renewai::lle sources. However, the majority rely on the consumption of some kind oftuel. Fossil 
fuels, w~ic~ contribute to climate change, are still by far the most common. As a designer it's your 
responsibility to steer away from fossil fuels and minimise their use throuqhout a product's life cycle. 

.Types of naturally occurrinq foelsinclude: 

• hydroqen • biomass • alcohol 

···• coal 
• oil 

-

Now try Hds 

• qas •aieser · 
• __ petrPL ... 4' . 12.iPdie?.e.!.. 

-------------------~----

ldent~fy three different types of power source encountered in your area of study and provide an example of where 
each 1s used. 
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Controlling poWer trans ission 
. ...... Se.nsors.,..cont.rollers_ancl.a.ct.u.atorsar.e .. the. t.h.ree .. main .. elements .. of .. an_eo~nee.rioq. . .s}'Stem.._They . ... - .. . 

monitor the condition of a system, decide whether some action is necessary and take the required 
····· ·physieal-actionwhen--f"equired-.-

-··· ··· ··· Sensors 
Sensors monitor the condition of the system and 
send that information to the controller. 

---Typesof-sensol"s-include: 

• pressure sensor 

• temperature sensor 

- -~ speed ... 

• displacement/position sensor 

• load cells (measuring forces) 

• .limit .?.wi:t~he.~---
• liqht sensors. 

c ·ontrollers ...... . 
.. Cootroller.s.mo.ol:tQr .. i11fQ.~"1~ti.Q11provided __ t?y ___ _ 
sensors and decide when to take action by 
-operatin-a-an-.actuator. In enqineering- yo1J wili . 
encounter purely electromechanical, pneumatic 

--·-- --·--·-·and-·hydrautic·control··systems·;··Morecommonly; ·· 

electronic controllers now tend to be used in 
···most applieiitrons:-··· 

_Typ~~ __ _qf. q;:>.o:t;rqller~ iri<:<.l.vd_~-'- ... 
• pneumatic circuits 

• hydraulic Circuits· 
• electromechanical systems 

• embedded microcontrollers 

·• ··computers··runninq condition~monitoring and 

control software 

• programmable loqic controllers (pies), 
c;:ommonly found in industrial machine 

.Actuators 
ACfliatOrs afr•ry out ph)lsicid movements in ·· 
response to pneumatic, hydraulic, mechanical or 
electrical signals from the controller. 

An engineering system example 

Sensor 

Moderrf-intel1igent ·neatinq syste·m·s os·e··· 
sensors in different areas to monitor the 
temperature around your home. 

Controller 

Siqnals from the temperature sensors are 
monitored by a central controller and if any 
fall below a preset level the system responds. 

Actuator 

An intelligent heating system 
controller; which monitors the 
temperature throughout your home. 

T~~ - sig_11.<iilJr9r:ri :th.~ cgri_tr.oll~r ~c:;t;iv:<i:t<;;;; __ ~ 
pump in the heatinq system, which circulates 
hot water to the radiators in the area. where . 
additional warmth is required. 

Servomotors 

Motors I Valves 

Types of actuators 

Pumps Pistons 

Identify an engineering system related to your area of study. Identify the types of sensors, controllers and actuators 
used in its operation. 

_f 

I 
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:Proce_ssing etals 
The basic_p:ocesses for manufacturing metal components fall into three categories: castima, formin.ia 
and machinm113. 

Casting 
Castinq involves pouring liquid molten material 
into a mould. You can use a number of techniques, 
depending on the complexity, physical size and 
the required surface finish on the component. 

Metal casting techniques include: 

• die casting (hot chamber) 

• die casting (cold chamber) 

Investment casting 
This process uses a lost wax process to create 
seamless ceramic moulds. These produce 
intricate,aimensionally accurate castings with 

good surface finish in high-melting point materials. 

• sand casting 

• investment casting. 

Here. stainless steel is bein'3 poured 
into moulds desi'3ned to cast several 
components at once. 

-----
Forming (hot and cold) 
Forming uses mechanical force to reshape a 
solid billet or sheet of material. Some metals 
can be shaped cold, whereas others need to be 
heated to increase malleability and/or ductility 
prior to forming. 

Cold-forming processes 
These processes include: 

• cold rolling • spinning 

• cold (or impact) extrusion • shallow/deep 

• coining drawing 

Hot-forming processes include: 

• drop forging 

• wire drawing 

• press forging 

• rolling 

• extrusion. 

Press forrnin0 is L!Sed to shape sheet material. 
Here. block~anci-blade toolin'3 is bein'3 used on 

a press to form straight, uniform bends 1n sheet 
:.teel components. 

.Machining 
Unlike casting and forming , machinin113 
processes remove excess material 
from a workpiece to form t he 
required component shape. 

Machining processes include: 

• drilling 

• turning (using a lathe) 

• milling. 

-

Now try this 

CNC lathes 

A colleague in your company has designed an aluminium bracket (as 
shown) that will be required in large numbers. 

Select a sui_table process or processes for manufacturing this bracket and justify 
your selection. 

• press forming: 

In most industrial 

manufacturing applications 
computer-controlled machine 
tools, like this CNC lathe, 

are used to increase speed, 
quality and repeatability_ 

Aluminium bracket 

Bad a look D 
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The use of powder metallurgy is not new and similar processes have been used for centuries in the 
manufacture of ceramics. However, modern materials and techniques, including the emergence of additive 
manufacturing, have led to an increase in its use. 

Powder metallurgy 
-Powdermetatlur-gyis· a· mass-·manufacturirrg -
process in which fine metal powder is compacted 

--- ---- - ---togetfier in mouras: At--tnrs--sfage the 
components are in their 113reen state and are very 
delicate, having only the strength required for 
har:i<;:!Jirig cluri11g_ prc:>clµqt;ip_r:i. _ 

The green components are then sintered, which 
- ---·involves heatirrg tn-a--controlted-atmosphere ·untH 

the metal particles fuse together permanently. 
The· amount of compaction durin·g moulc::lmg; -

sinterin113 temperature and time all influence 
the amount of shrinkage that occurs and the 

_ 4-~ri~i~ qf f:;he fi11ish~4_c:;Qf!IPQl1~nt, 

Additive manuf a·cturing 
In additive manufacturing green components are 
not moulded but built up in layers using one of a 

. --- - .. range.of 30 printing-.techniques.. 

Indirect 3D printing -· 
.. . Indirect metal.printing- .uses-3D .inkjet printers .. 

to deposit a binder material on specific areas 

Components made by powder metallurgy have no need 
for additional machining to remove sprues or flash. 
They have good dimensional accuracy and the materials 
used can be tailored to match specific applications, 
including mixin'3 metallic and non-metallic materials. 

Direct 3D printing 
Direct Metal Laser 5 intering (DM5LJ is capable 
of fusing together a finished component directly 

-- .. .withouttbe.need .. to .. createa.qreenstaqe~ Ln .... 
practice, the materials suitable for this process 
are fonited to -those-with relatively low-s-intering 
temperatures, such as aluminium . 

---- ------of-·a layer of finemetat --powder; When thfs dries ---··--

a further layer of powder is added followed 
- ·t:;y-·more l::iinae·r aeposite<:f'by the printer: The -

component is built up in this way, layer by layer, 
-- i.irifii -it is col11p1ete: --ifis.lheri- removedfrom the -

30 p r inter i'!___its green state and sintered in a 
conventional way. 

DMLS components emerging from unused 
powder. The use of .;;cidir:ve manufacturing 
in this way is ideally suited for low-volume 
production or prototypes as it eliminates 
the need to invest in mould tooling. 

Give two advantages of using powder metallurgy over an alternative conventional casting process, such as 
die casting. 

@•To revise casting techniques, see page 11G. 
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Joining an asse bly 
You need. to be familiar with a ranqe of perma.nent and . non-p.ermanent. methods of joininq and 
assembling metal components. 

Permanent 
Many joining and assembly methods are 
permanent and, as such, cannot be easily undone 
t6·repair or replace cornpoherits. 

Permanent methods of joining ~nd c:1~se111bly .. 
include: 

• Adhesives - epoxy resins can be ·used 
to permenanently join dissimilar materials 
together; · e~g. rnetal anc:1.·potyrner components.· 

• '.41elt::fi11ca .. ~ ~~c::r~ <ire:: ~ r:1 l)_fl'.l~~r <:>f ~~1_9ing ... 
systems used to permanently fuse similar 

.metaJs_tog.ether~ .e.q. electrical r.esk~tance .. 
welding, oxy-acetylene, metal inert gas (MIG) 
and tungsten inert gas (TlG). 

• Spot welding - this is a form of electrical 
·· resistance welc:l.Tiig used to Join sheet metal ·· 

parts. 

• Brazing - this relies o n the adhesion of a brass 
alloy to the surface of steel components to 
form a joint. Brazing is carried out at a lower 
·temperature than welding so avofds the effects · 
of heat distortion on t hin-walled components. 

Computer control leo robotic spot 

weldin13 is ofter used to JOin car bodies. 

Now try this 

Non-permanent 
Non-permanent joining and assembly methods 
are used where components need to be repaired 
or replaced, or when they are easier or iriore 
convenient t~~n permanent methods. 

Non-permanent methods of joining and assembly 
include; 

• Self-tapping screws - frequently used to join 
thin ··sheet meta1 cornponertts:· The spe·Cialty 
designed and hardened screw is able to tap its 
own.thread as If is screwed info the sheets. 

• 61in.d . threaded inse.~s -,, these are fixed into 
sheet materials to provide a permanently held 
threaded hole to accept a machine screw. This 
provides a neater solution than a self-tapping 
screw and greater strength; whttst atso-··· 
allowing for repeated. removal and replacement. 

• Machine screws - have threads along their 
entire length and a head to allow tightening in 
one of several styles (e.g. slotted, hexagon, 
Philips, Pozi~drive, socket). Screws are .fitted 
through a clearance hole in one component and 
into· a-threaded -holefn a second; tojotnthem 
together. 

• Nuts anc:I bolts - bOits are sfrnllar tO screws 

but ar~ gene:r~lly not .t~~(:':~ded_ along t.~~ir 
entire length. They are meant to be used in 
conjunction witb a nut .. and washer to.join two .. 
components through plain clearance holes. 

A blind threaded insert mounted in a thin 
metal sheet ready to accept a machine screw. 

Most bicycle frames are constructed from several sections of thin steel tubing. 

Select a suitable process for joining the frame components together and justify your selection. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 --Process ·ng polymers 
Polymers .are. an incredibly versatile.range . of synthetfo materials that can be shaped .into anytbing from 

forks to fridge doors using a wide range of manufacturing processes. 

Additive manufacturin'il - Techniques. 
include stereolithography, 30 printin13 or 
fused deposition modelling . Commonly 
used in rapid prototypin13 creating 
components directly from a 30 model. 

Castin'il - Large thermoset polymer resin components, 
such as kitchen work surfaces and bathroom surrounds, 

are cast in large moulds. 

Polymer 
manafactaring 

Injection mouldin'il ,.,., Heated 
thermoplastic is injected into 
a . .two-pa.rt. metaLmould, rapidly . 
cooled and then ejected 

.. frp111 the. mPvlt:l t;pqling. t1i<ah. 
volume thermoplastic polymer 

(;()111POnen~~- YJith c;g~pl~ ~tie1pes 
are usually injection moulded. 

--1- -P~~~~~~-~~;___ 
Compres5ion mouldin'il - Powdered 
r~n is compressedJ ru! 111.Qu!d t;QJ;t)e ... 
required shape. The resin is cured by Extru5ion - Long, uniform lenc3ths / 

with a uniform cross-section are 
formed when heated thermoplastic is 
forced or extruded throu13h a shaped 

die plate. 

_ _._... ___ ,..._8:11 ___ _ 

Now try this 

. t;he C1pplic.11t;i<:>11 .9f tie:a\: !11'.!c:I Press1.1r:e. tp 
make thermoset polymer components 

with complex shape5. 

.Thennofonni"'il - Thermoformin13 processes, such 
as vacuum forming, stretch heated thermoplastic 
sheet over basic moulds to form components with 
uniformly thin walls. 

Thermoplastics 
sheet materials, 
such as cast acrylic, 
are made by casting 

heated liquid 
polymer between 
sheets of glass. 

Identify a suitable process for the high volume production of the 
component shown and justify your selection. 
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_roce-5sin 
Cry5talline ceramics are a range_of hard, brittJe_materials with extremely highJnelting point5 often used 
a5 abra5ives or coating in cutting tools. 

c S~l4!Sc::tiv4!S !!ll_~~r !!lir:it;~ri119 _Ci;;l..5) _-:-: __ An Cl~~ititive 
manufacturin~ technique where a computer~~uid~d
laser is used to thermally fuse thermoplastic 

polymer-coated ceramic particles to~ether into 

_?Up ~~ting:-: __ <::~rami~ __ f'()loll<;:l~r: mi)(ec:I_ 1_o11Ith_ a. .. !i.quic:I _!;Q_f9r111 __ _ 
a slurry is able to flow into a mould. The liquid is drawn off 

and/ the =mp~•~:.:~m~~::·_ ~::~ ::., ~required shape. This is ideal for low-volume 
· production runs or prototypes. 

r---- - -=------. mixed with a thermoplastic polymer can 
be inj ection moulded to form complex 

-Processing shapes in hi~h volume. 

Loose powder being brushed away 
from a completed 5LS component. 

ceramics 

Dry axial or isosfa6c pressin~ - o ·ry 
ceramic powder is compressed in a mould 

- - -----i-o--ine··r~o1rea .. 5hape:-----------------------

Extrusion - Ceramic powder held in a binder 
material ca!Lbe extruded..thrx:>U'3h a shaped. d ie 
plate to form Ion~ len~ths with uniform cross-

____ s_e_ci;i_onal area. 

Extrusion of ceramic 
honeycomb profile. 

Firing (or sintering) 
All the proce55e5 outlined above provide the 
shape___9f the req.u_i_red comP-Q_n~_nt_._ Ho~v§r, 

. until the component i5 fired or sintered at high 
·_ temp&atur.e5 it .does-not have..it5 -char.act&i5tic __ 

stren'3th. Before firing, any binder materials u5ed 
need to be removed by gentle heating or by 
d i5solving them using a solvent. 
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:Now try this 

Duri~g firing, atoms diffuse between adjacent particles. 
causing them to permanently fuse together. -

An aer_ospace ~ompany needs to manufacture a prototype of a rocket nozzle from a high-melting point 
ceramic material. 

Select a suitable process for the manufacture of ceramic prototype components and justify your selection. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Processing f ihr_e-rein orced 
composites 

Composite material5 are made up of two or more different materials which, when u5ed together, provide 
qr:~<il~r:'. ?~1'~11g~b and 5tiffne5s than either __ rT1~i;§ri~I_ c:.:111 _f'!'Q\li_c::l~_gn i~!?_.<:>wri, _ __l_ri _~ng_i11_~~ri11_g_ (ilpplicati911_? __ y9u ___ _ 
will commonly encounter '31ass fibre-reinforced plastic (GFRP) and carbon fibre-reinforced plastic (CFRP). 

GFRP lay up GFRP spray up 
Lay up involves buitdinq--u-p--tayers --
of oriented glass fibre matting 
and polyester resin Inside a 
mould to the required thickne55. 
You u5ually u5e lay up for load
bearing GFRP components. 

- 5pray-upinvolves -spraying-·-a -mix -of chopped -qlass--fibrestrands----- 
and polyester resin into a basic mould to build up the required 

t hiCkness. You u5ually use 5pray up for non-load bearing GFRP 

component5. 

-----=----

A GFRP component being 
manufactured using spray up. 

CFRP moulding 
Moulding use5 prepre'3 CFRP sheet5 (carbon fibre matting impregnated with epoxy re5in) . 

To mouTd CfRP ·components:--
~----Cut __ J?r~rr~_g __ ;.11_~-~t.;._Je>_J:h~--r~q!;l_irec::l __ g._i_~~-
• Layer up sheets into a mould to the required thickness. 

• Bag and seal the mould. 

• Apply a vacuum to g('.)!:'1£'~~!5~ th_~ laye~~9 ~~-~~~-- Ci_f1_(;f ~li!:'1!_t1_Ci!~- ~-rlY __ '3_CiE.~· _ 
• Cure the component in an autoclave at elevated temperature and pressure. 

-- • ---Remove--the--component-from--the--moutd-and--trim-.-----

CFRP-automated fibre or tow pla«'.=e~ent 
A tow is a narrow ribbon or tape of carbon fibre material. 
Youcan--manufacture lar-ge-or-complex components oy--
applying layers of fibre5 or tows using a computer-

. ---controlfed-automat-ed---process;---Each--tow--is---applted-;--- ---

trimmed to length, heated and pre55ed into place by a 
- rol:::iotic-·applicator: ·----

robot in action. 

------------
Select a fibre-reinforced composite material and suitable process to 
manufacture a composite garage door. Justify the choice of material 

and process. 

You could go on to identify 

application5 of fibre
reinforced composites used 
in your own field of study. 
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E f ects of process· ng 
-Ihe __ mechanic.al properties_ of materials can be siqnificantly affected by how they are .. processed during 
manufacture or subsequent heat treatment. 

Processing metals 
-Heat treatment can have-a siqnificant effect-- -
on metallic materials. It is widely used to 
change mecfianic.ar-properties by altering the 
crystalline 'drain structure of the metal. 

• Metals that have been fully annealedCre-
cryst.alised by he.atinq and--o/.aduaLcooling) __ _ 
have large, irregular grains and tend to be 
reia-tively soft, making mac-htning processes- -
easier. 

• After machinliig~ -hardening heat-treatment 

Forging 
Forging takes a metal billet (a partly finished 
round -or square bar) and uses impact or
compression forces to form the required shape. 

_ ____ _____________ P.~9~~~~~-~~-~<:: often used to encourage the 
formation of smaller grains and alternative 
crystal __ stn..1ctures, _which _tend _to_ p_rov.ide_ 
greater hardness and strength. 

During the forging process long, uniform and tightly r---! 
packed grains are formed, which enhance strength 

• Alloying -efements;-- too; carrbe used to 
strengthen metals, usually by straining the 
normar crysfal stft.Jcture5 witfiin-the metar·
and so changing their properties. 

Processing ceramics 

and toughness. The grain flow can be seen in these 
cross-sections of forged components. 

Engineering ceramic ~mponents can be shaped using a number of techniques prior to sintering. 
The parameters used in these processes wilt affect the properties of the components produced; 
Ceramic process parameters include: 

• particle size 

• compa·ction density 
• sintering time 

• sintei"ing temperature 
• heating rates 

• coofing· ·rates. 
- - - .. - - :as: -

-~------Processing composites 
The ratio in which the different materials are 

Processing polymers 

-- - used _ _in fiJ::>re,,bas_ed .. .composites _wilLaffect their 
mechanical properties. 

The main manufacturing method used for 
polymer components_ is_.inje.ction_ mouJding _ _ 
The parameters used during moulding affect 
the quality and properties of the components 
produced. 

• In general;-· increased ·strength -and ·stiffness is -
achieved by increasing t he proportion of the 
fib-re reirlforcEfrnent phase-of the--material. 

_ • ___ A_rigt;l-i~.l'ir:r!p_<:>rtant;_ t:::Qnsiq~r~ti9f1_ i? _Jb~ _ 
orientation in which fibres are used. To 

- - -- --provide .extra.strength in one. particular 
direction, fibre matting can be replaced with a 
similar number of single fibres aH-acti-ng in the 
direction of the principal loading stress. 

- - - - - - mm cm ma 

Now try this 

Injection moulding process parameters include: 

• _injection pressure 

• injection temperature 

• moiild tem-perature 
• clamp pressure 

• injection time 

• --·coolinc;:rttme. · 

~ ~FRP-composite :omponent manufactured using woven carbon fibre matting has failed at one particular point 
rn its structure that 1s subject to a large directional load. 
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Suggest a way to reinforce this area, making the most efficient use of materials and without significantly increasing 
the size and weight of the component. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Scales of prod ction 
The v.oJume .. and __ var.iety_of_productsthat __ need_to _be._produced __ usually_dictates _ _thescale __ af_production __ _ 
used. This, in turn, defines the approach taken to manufacturing. 

scales-of .Procfoctio-n. 
One-off 

--A single urrii::tue item made to order. This might be 
the skilled work of a small number of craftsmen 
to -proGluce a piece of bespoke furniture or the 
combined efforts of hundreds of workers on a 
large, complex project like an oil rig. 

Small batch 

Small manufacturing runs of products in the tens 
or possibly hundreds. This might be several 
identical hand-cra~ed chairs that make up a dining 
set or the manufacture of highly specialised f1 
engiri"es required fo compiete a race season. 

large batch 

- -large-manufacturi1113 -runs in -tile -hundreds or 
possibly thousands. This might be a run of 
-bespoke -ltqhttnq··fixtu-res for an-entire office block: 

Mass 

Very larije manufacturing runs In the -tens of 
thousands or more. This micaht be the manufacture 
of a single product, such as a mobile phone over 
12 months or more, until manufacturinca changes 
to a new model. 

Continuous 

-- -ln-definite·manufacturing ·runs·where -a constant -
demand must be met over several years. This might 

·- P-etfie manufacture of disposable or consumable -
products, such as machine screws, nails or 
paperclips, which are consumed in their millions. 

Fixings such as screws are manufactured 
continuously in their millions. 

I~ Sm.II Cont:inuoue One-off Large batch Maee 
batch 

tie 

Variety Very high High Low/Medium Low One 

Volume One Low Medium High Very hiqh 

Unit coat High Medium Low tow Verytow -

Toole and 94ufpment General Specialised 
Specialised and Specialised and 

Dedicated 
some dedicated some dedicated 

lntt:lal Investment Low Medium High High High 

Production efllclency Low Medium High High Very high 

Skilled and Semi-skilled and Semi-skilled and 
Unskilled Labour type Skilled 

semi-skilled -- - ---· unskittec:t ·- ·- unskilled 

Identify one example of an appropriate product for each of the five scales of production. 
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c sto ers 
.The.re __ are .. twoty_pe.s ... ofcust.omer .wbo .. miqht .. trigqel'.'.tbe .. desiqn__proce.s.s:Jnternaland .. exte.l"nal~ 

--- .-External.-eustomer ....... --- --- ------ ------Internal-.customer ..... _ ____ _______ _ 
These are customers who use your goods and 
services but are not part of your organisation. 
For _example; __ _ _ 

• another manufacturing company that uses your 
· --··components··in·-its·products 

• a person or organisation who uses your 
finished products 

These are customers within your organisation to 
whom you supply goods and services. 

for example: 

• another department in your company that your 
····· - -department··suppfieswithcomponents··or·sub'" 

assemblies, e.g. at Jaguar Land Rover the main 
-------- ···-- veliic1e-·product1orrnne··g·-ene··c-ii5tomer··ror-tfie··----

- -···----·--·- - .... tl .. _a.wholes.aler.who .stocks __ your .. products.and. 
supplies them to other companies 

engine manufacturing plant 

• a commercial department within your business, 
• · ·a··retailer··who ·st-ocksyour·products··am::I· · 

supplies them directly to end-users. 
-- such as sales .. or .. marketinq, which .mit;3ht .. aslc _ 

you to design a new product to fill a gap in the 
market. 

----- -~--~----------------~---

Company A 

External customers _ t e supplier 
and customer belong c:c different 
companies or organisations. 

------------ ------------- -------------

Internal customers - the supplier 
and customer are both in the same 
company. 

-----------------------------
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Identify example scenarios in which the design process might be driven by: 
(a) an internal customer 

{b) an external customer. 

Bad a look 0 .. . 

. . 
, 

Nearly there 0 Nailed it! [J 

et an • ents ro • u1re service re 
During the design process you must take into account a range of product and service requirements_to ensure 
your product meets the client's expectations. The following questions should be answered to establish 
product and service requirements. The requirements of a mobile phone have been used as- an example. 

Performance specifications - How well must the 
product complete its functions? What factors affect 
the product's key performance characteristics? For 
example, processor speed, charge time, battery life, 
memory, display resolution? 

Operating standards - Which existing products or 
infrastructure must the product be compatible with? 
For example, charger supply voltage, mobile digital 
transmission standards GSM, 3G, 4G or 5G, 
region-specific operating frequencies, bluetooth? 

Manufacturinig quantity - What volume of products 
will be required? How will this affect the scale of 
production used? How much investment in specialised 
tools and equipment will be required? For example, 
mobile phones are mass manufactured in high volume 
usinq dedicated specialist toolinq and equipment with 
high set-up costs. 

Reliability- What will be the user's expectation of product life? What operating conditions can be 
expected? What are the consequences of failure? Is maintenance required? 
For example, Consumers expect to keep a mobile phone for up to two years during which it must be 
100% reliable. 

Product support - Will you be expected to provide support on the use of the product? What level of 
support might be needed? Do you need to stock spare parts and consumables? What instruction and 
documentation should be provided? Will software updates and hardware upgrades be available? For 
example, mobile phone manufacturers handle repairs through their retailers, spare parts are available 
and are generally fitted professionally, no user maintenance is required, software updates are issued 
periodically. 

Ufe cycle - Where did the materials to make the phone come from and what happens to them at the 
end of the product life? For example, mobile phones tend to use new materials, including some rare 
metals. 
At the end of life a proportion of these can be recovered through recycling. 

Usability - How easy is the product to use? Are the controls intuitive and straight forward? Will user 
training be required? For example, consumers expect to be able to use a mobile phone straiiaht out of 
the box. All controls and functions must be easily accessible and intuitive to operate. 

Anthropometrics and ergonomics - How will people interact with the product? Does the size, 
weight and shape of the product correspond with the size, strength and shape of an average user. 
Are a range of sizes required? For example, a mobile phone must be held in one hand, buttons must 
be sufficiently separated to be operated by a finger tip, weight must be minimised to prevent fatigue, 
and position of buttons and controls must make them comfortable to operate. 

Now try this 

Choose a product or service you are familiar with and state one example of a product or service requirement for 
each of the headings used above. 
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n specification 
S) 1 ( 

It i5-~e5seritiaithat a designer understands the needs of their cu5fomer: A"PDS -is used to help the 
designer and customer to .agr-ee c;:xactly what i? required. Below are eight areas that a PDS should 
specify. --- -

__ Quantity: The manufacturin43 -quantity ___ This wilL 

Cost: The target 
manufacturing COst per 
product. This is usually a 
commerdal--dedslon"haseCJ 

on a proportion of the 

dictate the scale of production and so the 
_investment_ required. to __ set up. facilities_ and the_ 

- -Maintenance: The level 

------- ex-pecu:a--5elmi<a-f?rice. -

Product design 
specification 

manu~-u-ring processes used. 

~ -/ of maintenance required. 
--r-- ------''------- --- - --------- ---This--wilidefine-minimum 

service intervals and 

---(PDS) 
Sustainability: Opportunities for usin43 / --- - - --.,...----__J 

-sustainabte -materials·and processe·s. I 
Where possible, manufacturing 

------- -processes-sh-ould--be --energy--efficient-
and pollution free. Waste materials 

-should -be- reused -or recycled . 

Aesthetics: Aesthetic requirements. 
Some products are purely functional 
whereas others have to blend in with 
-a--s;;edfic--decorative 5t)tie, period or 
design movement. 

/J'BI- _ To revise further criteriet for 
v, the F'D5, see page 127. 

Carbon footprint 
The PD5 ·coulcf also contain-· informatiorr 
about how carb()nemissi()ns gf:nerated 
ell.Iring the manufacture and use oftiie 
product should be minimised. 

Carbon footprint should be considered over the 
whole product life cycle and should include raw 
material extraction, manufacture, transportation 
and energy consumption in use. 

Weight: The maximum or 
minimum wei<aht of t he 
finished product. This 
will heavily influence the 
choice of materials . 

-- -- --maintenance-schedules. 

"Finish: The-type· of 
finish needed. This 
mi43ht be decorative; 
coloured, reflective, 

----- wear- -r~istant;

corrosion resistant or 
-- -- - require a-combination of 

characteristics. 

Materials: The 
mechanical aod physical 
characteristics of the 
mat_erlals required. This 
wi ll include any rest rictio ns 
on the type o f materials 
that can be specified. 

- a.a _, - am - am m llill am · ~1. - _. ._ ~ ;im: 
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Identify a ~roduct that you are familiar with from your line of study. For each of the eight headings above, write 
down one item that could have been specified in the PDS for that product. 

Bad a look D Nearly there D Nailed it! D .. 

Pro et es·gn spee·r·cation 
(P S) 2 

Below are ten areas that a PDS should specify in order 

to inform the c:;l~?igne:r __ <iinc::l _rr_i~~t c:;ustomer needs. 

_ Safety:~ ade5ic:Jner, have you considered 
your 18<3al and moral responsibility to make 
.sure you_r. products.and the pr.oces.ses and _ 
materials used to manufacture them are safe? 

Reliability: What will 
-be-the end-user-'s- -
expectation? Is the 
product disposable, for 
short-term or lon13-term 
use?-- ls the--product- -
safety critical? Is re43ular 
maintenance.required? 

1'),Jllllll These follow on from the criteria 
VJliliiil for the F'D5 outlined on page 12G. 

Testing: Do provisions have to be built 
in for user calibration and testin<a? 
Will specialist test kits or tools be 
needed? Will the product be able to 
report errors to the user? 

Er43onomic et'Anthropometric s : 

I 
How do people interact with t he 
product? Is it comfortable to use 

- -- - an(:fcompatible-with the shape, 

size and stren43th of the person 

_ ~s~:~<a~? :~i::~~~s;6 -provrcfo --

Manufacturin1;1 proceeeea: Is 
the budcaet available to invest 
in new techniques, processes 
and equipment? Can the desiian 

Product design 
specification 

Ueability: Is the user experience 
positive? Is the product easy to 
u5e effecti-iiely? Are t he controls 
easily understood and operated? 

- (PDS) 

~:::~~~:~~~t~n;r~~:~~n;43: -
enhance the properties of the 
materials used? 

Manufacturln<a- constrainte: 
Does the required capacity for 
production already exist? Do you 
have the skills and expertise in 

_the processes required?. How _ 
lon43 will it take to set up suitable 
_ production _facilities? 

manu acturing facility. 

Manufacturing 
facllitlee: Are 
the manufacturin43 
facilities required -for 
your product already 
in -place? Does tli-e 
desiian need to 
take into ·aecourit 
the capabilities of 

- exi-stln13 faciHties?· 

4DOO 
The function of some buttons has 
become universally understood. 

Competition: How must 
the desiian -compare-with a 
competitor's product? What 

_is yo.ur._U5f_or.perlormance __ 
advantage? What useful 
innovations_ adopt_ed_ k:>y tbe 
competition can you make 
use pf_ or l?_uild _i.1poo? 

Market: How well developed 
is the market for your product? 
What kind of customers are you 
trying to appeal to? How bi<a is 
the market? How many of the 
f'roeiuct5--are--you Bice1y-to 5eil? 

- - - !!iiim ... - - - - - - - -
-----~-~---~--~--------~ 

Now try this 

Identify a product that you are familiar with from your line of study. For headings 1 to 5 from the diagram above, 
write down one item that could have been specified in the PDS for that product. 
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Co mercial pr0_tection __ 
------- -- .You .. c_an :protec.t .. your.irmovatjveideas, .. desiqns .. or tecbnoloqies _from beinqcopied .or.use.d .without .. your __ _ 

perm1ss1on by various forms of commercial protection. 

Patents 
-Patents -are concemed ·with··produ-ctfunction 
(how somethinq works). 

A patent: 

------- -- •-- qives .you.tbe. sole riqht.to .. use a .. noveLideay

process or technical innovation that you have 
--invented 

• prevents others from exploiting or copyinq 
your ideas for a period of up to 20 years 

--- ----- - __ 41 __ ena.bles __ you _to.selJ .or_licence_your ideas to _ 
other people for a fee. 

--mtti--1" ... mt_ms_ 

Design Registration ® 

Design Registrations are ~oncerned with product 
-~- form .. (bo.w..somethinq .looks). 

Design Registration: 

----• ;:;·rofoets the fiidividiial charader; shape or 

. -------- --_ ~E'P~Cl_r:Cl_".lg~g_f __ }'()UE _p_r:()gl)~~ _ 

• prevents others from using the same or similar 
- -de5i'30-s--for their prod1JCt5-----

• enables consumers to recognise your products 
easily. 

James Dyson, inventor of the bagless 
vacuum cleaner; holds over SGO 
patents to protect his ideas. 

--... ---- --- --
One of the world's iconic registered 

designs. Do you re~c~o~g~n:is~e~it:? __ _..,_,:t=-•~~~~~~~=::::-=""'::'.'"""::::"":::-.......,J 
_ .Copyright_© ____ _ 

Copyright can be used to protect your 
·-- --- · ·ori~inat work; We u-sually-thinfcof copyright -

on books, films or computer games. It can 
also apply fo commercial software packages, 

-----·---~ngil1_t::~ri_l1'3 _9~ai,vi_l1<3~· irti<'l.'3~? ~119 IAl~-~-_paqes. 
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Copyri'i:jht: --- - -

• prevents others from Teproducinq; 
distributing or using your work 

• enables you to sell or lic ence your work 
__ _ fgr. _c:i fee. 

What kind of commercial protection would be most 
appropriate in the following examples? 

(a) A photograph you have taken. 

(b) A traditionally styled tin opener that you 
manufacture. 

(c) The name used for a chain of shops you have 
opened. 

_ __ Tradem_arks"'_ 
Trademarks protect the use of a distinctive graphic, 

- word or logo to·re·presentyoor c:ompany ·or· 
organisation. 

Trademarks: 

-- • -can--be- reqistered-to your-company--ororgan-isation 

• prevents competitors from using it on their products. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 .. . 

-

Leg·slation and stan_ ar s 
When designing a product you must remember that if products do not comply with relevant legislation, 
national or international standards, then they may not be saleable. 

Limitations 
Legislation can sometimes limit what is 
permissible when designing a product. It can 
also prompt the need for design changes. 

For example, in 2014,_European environmental 
protection regulations banned the import or 
production of vacuum cleaners above 1600W. 
This led to the withdrawal of a range of 
existing products, including the Miele 55212 
2200W vacuum cleaner. 

Opportunities 
Changes in legislation can also offer opportunities. 

for example, after 2014 Miele needed to offer 
more efficient high-performance vacuum Cleane rs and 

__ beat tht?ir competition to market, They devel9ped 
technology to overcome the power limitations and at 
the same time maintain overall performance with their 
Ecoline models, which use only 800W. They are now a 
market-leader in low-power,- rngh~performance cleaners-. 

Legislation 
Certain responsibilities and minimum safety 
standards are set out in law. Legal requirements 
differ between countries. For example: 

Approved codes of practice (ACOP)
These are issued in the UK by Health and Safety 
Exceutive (HSE). ACOPs give practical advice 

• Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 applies in 

the UK. 

• Compliance to General Product Safety 
Regulations (GPSR) is required throughout the 
European Economic Area. 

on how best to comply with health and safety 
regulations. Non-adherence to ACOPs can be 
used as evidence against you in a prosecution. 

ACOPs include: 

• control of substances hazardous to health 

• personal protective equipment at work 

• controlling noise at work. 

Standards National certification 
These cover a vast array of 
products and services. Designers 
need to be familiar with their 
standards and tC> stay abreast of 
new guidelines that may be issued. bsi. 

German Institute for 
Standardisation (DIN). 

Standards: 

• represent agreed best practice DIN 
• are designed to be used 

vountarily 

• give consumers confidence in the 
quality of your product if there 

-International certification 

is certification to a recognised 
standard 

• are both national and internationat 
(see logos opposite). 

European Standards Organ·1sation 

(CEN, CENELEC, ETSI). 

Now try this 

LEC American 
Nat1ona, 
Standards 
ns• ~ 1te 

(ANSI). 

American National Standards Institute 

An update to the ISO standard on the safe design of bicycle frames means that a bicycle 
manufacturer must redesign one of thei r products if it is to maintain its ISO approval. 

State an example of a positive opportunity this might represent for the manufacturer. 

International 
Standards 

Organisation 
(ISO). 
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Environ ental an sa ety 
constraints 
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Environmental and safety constraints~ often dictated by legislation, standards and codes of practice, 
will also influence the design process. As a designer you must consider the safety and @Vironmental 
impact of a product and t he processes used to make it. 

Environmental constraints 
These include: 

• Sustainability - use renewable resources 
when avail~ble and use non-renewables -
efficiently and responsibly. 

• Carbon footprint - minimise the amount of C02 

released into the atmosphere through the use 
of fossil fuels or other industrial processes. 

• Product life cyle - consider environmental 
impact at all stages, from initial design to end 
of life. 

Product Health and Safety constraints 
These include: 

• Form - there must be no sharp edges, corners 
or other features likely to cause injury.- -

Function - the operation of the product must 
pose no risk to the user and you should provide 
instructions for its safe use. 

• Material - the materials must be non-toxic and 
pose no risk to the user or when recycled or 
disposed of at end of the product's life. 

Process Health and Safety constraints 
Material processin~ - the materials specified should pose no significant safety risk to those 
extracting, processing or working with them during manufacturing. 

Manufacturin~ methods - the working environment and manufacturing methods used during production 
should pose no s ignificant safety risk to those involved. This should also include the processes used 
to manufacture bought-in components, especially those from low-cost manufacturing countries where 
worker safety is sometimes less of a priority. 

Considering the whole product 
life cycle 
Designers have a responsibility to minimise the 
energy and resources consumed by a product and 
the safety of consumers and workers at every 
stage in its life cycle. That means you must be 
aware of the different stages that a product will 
go through during its life. 

&,.. Look back to page 100 and the 
~diagram showing the product life cycle. 

Now try this 

Aiuminium drinks cans are used in their millions every day. 

Creating aluminium drinks cans 
Aluminium generally starts its life as the 
aluminium ore bauxite and this raw material is 
usually extracted from large open-cast mines. 

The first stage: 

• Open-cast mining causes local 
environmental damage and pollution. 

• In poorly regulated countries there are real 
safety concerns for mine workers. 

• Large amounts of electricity are required to 
process the ore and extract aluminium in a 
usable form. 

• Overall, the extraction process has a large 
carbon footprint. 

Continuing the example of considering the life of an aluminium drinks can, describe the potential impact on the 
environment at each stage of the product life cycle. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 ... 
-

Security constraints 
···- Secudtycons.traints. .. for. __ both .pr.oduct.s __ and_processescan.als.o_.influencetbe.desiqn.proces.s. __ \Nith_aur .. 

expanding reliance on computers, and the drive for 'always on' wireless connectivity, keeping systems 

·-secUl"e--is--a--qrowtng--conc-em .- -

Product security 
The security of products is no lont:i!er limited to 
physicaTanti-theft precautions (although these 

sti!.I _pJ.ciy ~ f'Cl.r.tL~Dt::l.Jric:! .LJt::l~: __ 
• physical anti-the~ systems; e.g. locks, 
· ·-alarms;·-sect.trity marking ·· 

• preventin~ product counterfeitin~; e.g~ -~a-~~- -
·--nO:fes-·--·-··-··---·-·----···-· ·-·-··-------------···--·-···-··-- ·--- ----· ----

• ___ securing. __ data_helc:II1:i___micr_ocontro.11.er-:ena121.e.c:1.,___ -· -
computers or smart devices; e.g. protecting 

-----perS011al-Glata-tield--on-bank--eard-s,mob{le · 

phones, laptops or tablets 

·securing remotely contronecf or monitored · 
systems from unauthorised access, cloning or 
hijacking; e.g. protecting vulnerable devices 

such ci.?w.ir§l~?? __ ?e:c:;;u_rity __ sy?f;~.f!1?.9Lc:;;ci_111_e:r_e1?L _ -· 
keyless cars and remotely operated equipment 

. such as drones -

• securin~ the control of autonomous systems 
--·-- su-c11a-5'al1verlesscars····---- - --------- -----·- ··-· ·---------

• securing information on new product 
developments and prototypes from the prying 

__ .. eyes. of thep..ul:?lic, journ.ali5t.sand._competitors. 

Process security 
Sometimes the security surrounding
p~~sse~ is just as ime_ortant as 
for products. 

-• -- Commercial processes-often - -
involve steps that are kept 

----- secretto-trelpth-emanufacturer----
maintain an advantage over their 

competitors. -

• Mciny_ inc::ll)?:f;f'ies .. use: ppten:f;ie1lly 
dangerous processes or 

Autonomous driverless cars might one day 
be commonplace on our roads. These are 
controlled by complex computer software and 
incorporate cutting-edge technologies and 

wireless connectivity. It is very important that 

these systems are made secure from external 
interference that might otherwise cause 
accidents, serious injury or death. 

---------
Industrial secrets at Rolls 
Royce protect details 

• of the·1r process to 
manufacture lightweight 
hollow turbine fan blades 
from titanium by inflating 
them with an inert gas 
whilst they are red hot. 

____ _ materials.that.must . .be-kept ... 
secure; e.g. radioisotopes used 
in--medical equipment-and-11t1dear···· 

power generation, toxic or 
poisonousch~micals. 

The UK nuclear industry 
has its own armed 
police force, the Civil 
Nuclear Constabulary, 

to ensure dangerous 
materials are protected 
and secure. 

------------

Select a product or process from your area of study and describe at least one security constraint that affects its 

operation or design. 
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Products need to have a clear competitive edge, a trusted reputation and effective marketing in order 
to become successful. 

Unifllue sellin43 point (USP) - What 
makes your product stand out from the 
competition? What can your product do 
that others can't? 

Benefits of the desi'dn - What 
are the benefits of your product in 
comparison to the competition? How 
do price, performance and style 

compare? 

L 

M arketing goals: 
considerations 

Obsolescence - How fast is technology and fashion moving? 
How quickly will a product become outdated? How often will 
consumers expect improved and upgraded performance and/ 
or .style? How do you develop- brand loyalty and so repeat _ 
custom? 

Obsolescence 
In some markets consumers 
have accepted the cost of rapid 
obsolescence. To keep up to 
date with the latest models 
you would need to have bought 
s ix incarnations of the iPhone 
between 2007 and 2015 at a 
cost of around £4000! 

Mobile phone, 
c1990. 

Development of the 

mobile phone. 

USP _ Dyson's USP 
Marketing teams use USPs to make their 
products more attractive. It might be a low 
price, but it is more likely t o be a feature or 
performance that outstrips the competition. 

USPs should be: 

• true (Don't make false claims!) 

• wanted,lneec:lec:I by cust omers 

• protected - If a design can be copied and you 
have not protected your intellectual property, 
competitors can copy your innovations. 

Now try this 

The USP for the first Dyson vacuum cleaner 
was that it did not use a dust bag. That proved 
extremely attractive to consumers. However, 
the product would not have been a commercial 
success if overall performance, form and function 
had not also been as good, if not better, than its 
conventional competi.tors. 

Choose a familiar product that you purchased yourself. Consider the following: 

1 Does it have a USP? 

2 Give one reason why it stands out from the competition. 

3 How long do you expect it to last before it is replaced? 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 • . 

or an f _ .nctionality 
When you are designing a product, it is essential that you consider what it looks like (form) and what it 

is required to do (function). 

Form 
form defines how a product should look. You can explore this by considering an outdoor camping chair. 

Colour - Muted colours that don't clash with the . Shape - Curved and comfortable looking (this will 

outdoor environment. Use of more than one colo~r partly be dictated by required function). Compact 

will add interest. Colour of painted legs should ~ and neat when folded. 

complement the colour of the fabrics used. ~ 
Form 

Texture - fabrics should be non-

Style/Aesthetic appeal - Must be attractively styled to slip, soft and warm with padding in 

attract consumers and complement the colour and style of high-wear areas. 

other outdoor and camping equipment, such as tents and 
clothing. The product must retain its appearance even after 

an extended period outdoors. -

- - - llliiil -- - -- ------------
Function 
function defines exactly what a product is intended to c:lo. for example, the function of the camping 

chair should ensure it: 

• is strong enough for use by an adult 

• is comfortable during extended use 

• is stable on uneven ground 

• is collapsible to allow easy transportation and storage 

• is weatherproof 

• supports back and arms 

• incorporates a drinks holder. 

Design emphasising form 
Sometimes form, style and aesthetic appeal are 

just as importantas function. 

Design emphasising function 
Sometimes form is less important and almost 

entirely dictated by function. 

Traditional corkscrew. 

Industrial explosion 

proof bulkhead 

lighting. 

----------- --------
Now try this 

Look closely at the Alessi corkscrew above. Suggest two functional and two form requirements that were considered 

when designing this product. 
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ro uct per ormance 
-__ As_ w.ell as . .for.m..and .functionality .a.r.ange .. .of other performance _objectiltes and __ technic.aLconsiderations 

must be considered when designing a product. -

---c:holce--or···m:a.tciria1s ancfcomponents 
-It is -.es-sentialthat you-select-appropriatematerials-and -components to-·suit-the--performance 
requirements of your product. You need to consider: 

: :~~::t:;~:=e:;:;;;.:;:·~~n:::c;~;~~~;:;,:;~~·~~=~::·e:~~l:.~•:~:~~;~.:~~t 
charac~e.r.15t1c~ affectinca ~omponent choice, including power consumption, size, weight, 
compat-1b1hty--wi-th-other-equipment-, -cost-, reliaVility, maintenance-fleeds, -- -- ----

Sustainability 
--sustaina:biilt}' shouia be at the -forefront -

of Y9.l)_r _n:iin.c:;l ll\/~_e:n c:;l_~sig_11_ing new 
products. 

Intera,cti~ns 'Wit~ ot~er areas/c~mJ_>onents 
You must ensure-that a produc£i5 abie-to-operate 

effectively in a given workin43 environment and interface 
with other components where necessary. 

Consider -the product's impact on the 
environment and its carbon footprint: 

• Can recycre<:fmatefr1a1~;--r:,-e usea? 
• Ar.eoon::r.enewabJes u5ed efficiently? 

Consider theproduct's: 

• ergonomics 

• anthropometrics 

--• phy5icai --size--
• Can energy consumption be reduced? 

--- • WiU-it be straightforward to--recyde -
at end of life? 

• space requirements 

• access for servicing or repair 

--~- electrical compatibility. ... 
• Can worn parts be reconditioned or 

re.manufactured . for. reus.e? __ 

-------
Likelihood of failure/wear 
You must also consider the consequences of 

• heatinqcooling needs 

. -resilience fo-i:frivironmeritalfactors; e:if vib-ratron;-da-mp. -

-- -product..faiLure .. orwear ... These .. must . .faUwitllin . 
required user expectations of reliability and 

Product redundancy - a-critical 
issue 

--- service~ife; 

failure and wear considerat ions include: 

• redundancy 

-- ------• ease of--repair 
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• consequences of fai lure 

• expected service life 

-• required level of maintenance 

• expected reliability. 

Tlie con.cepc of reaunaancy is widely applied in safety critical 
a~pl1catr~ns. such as r the <Jil inciustry le involves the U5e of two 

o - more independent methods to control and cci,.ry out sa"et> 
critical tasks so that an>· s1nq e Instance of eGjulpmenc ilc1r» Nil 
not cause cac:astroph1c failure of the system overall 

Mow try this 

Explain the_two most important characteristics you should consider when selecting a material for the moulded case 
of an electrical plug. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 'II 
Man act • rmg processes an 

re • 1-re en s 
--·1t i5-importanf te> keep in-mind t11ed:oois-anGi -tedinlques Hiat-wiff l:ie requrre:a · fo ·manufacture the 

___ prc:>d_ljc_t5, __ ~ha~_ )'()l) <?~sign. Without an understandin43 of a ran13e of tools , processes and techniq.ue5 

you will not be able to make efficient use of them. 

Manufacturing processes 
--- -There is a huqe rarrqe of-processes -used in-manufacturing; · 

Mstals - die cast in13, sand ca5tin13, 
investment castinia, foriainia, extrusio~ 

______ l"Qllio.ia.,_dr~.whJe. •.. s_pim:i!oia •. f?.r.e_s!:>JQrmi_o~~--- ---- - ~"'------------"----, 
turning, millin.a, drillin13, powder metalluriay, 

___ ;;ic::l_c::tit;i11~ m.a. 11 ufa.~t;l!ri_n.g ,__ Manufacturing 

Composites - lay up, spray Uf?, 

mouldin<:J, automatic tow/fibre 

placement. 

processes 

Polymera .. ~.Jnjecticm .mouldin<:J, . castinca. - - ___ _ 
thermoforminia, extrusion, compression 
moulding, a_ddit ive maruifacturinia. 

Ceramic& - slip castinia, injection mouldinia, 
extruson, dry pressinqi , sinteri n<a -(firfn;aY: 

------ -------------------
Assembly processes 

---- -An··as-sembty-·line is-·clas-s·ed ·-crs a manufacturi·nca·----- · -

proce55 where workstations add components 
or pre-assembled units to the semiflni5hed 
product . An assembly process can be manual 
or automated (robot technology) or a 
CQmt:lin~J;lcm ,_ M~em}:;>Jy __ pr99e55~5_ar.~1,1sed.Jn __ . _____ _ 
the automotive, electrical I electronic sectors, 

- from--smaU fast-mov~n13--assemblie-s, --5Uch- as -a --
PCB for a phone, to slow moving, such as the 

- -aeronautical··assembty-tines; · - ~ - - ----------
Manufacturing requirements 
Other factors will also have a significant impact on the manufacturing processes selected, including: 

--availabtlity--of -slciltect---1-abour --

• labour costs 

• required machine time 

----•--c-u-stomeF---lead--time--------

• tooling required 

------•--eqttipment--- -

• factory space 

• jigs and fixtures required 

•---machiflecapacity--- -

• existing expertise and competencies. 

• CNC programming 

- - - - - - -- l!9 ---------------------------
Recommend a suitable manufacturing process for this 
aluminium component and outline its manufacturing 

requirements. 

Aluminium automotive 

engine component. 
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an acturing needs 
~~l'.3~td·e~igner yt.ohu need to consider a range_ of manufacturing issues.during the design process which 
~ in uence e processes you select. ' 

Quality indicators 
-- Quality indicators are the key 

dimensional tolerances or other 
characteristics of a component 
that must be within specified 
requirements for it to be fit for 
purpose. 

Surface finish process capability anci 
selection chart 

Ra µm 50 L5 L_.5 6.3 3-2 1.6 0.8 0.4 0.2 O. l 
Machining processes 

S~win_g I I I Shaping 
r I 

Drilling-
r 
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Common quality indicators include: 

• dimensional accuracy 

• surface finish 

• appearance (witness marks flash 

ejector pin marks, sprues, burrs>° 

Milling I 
Turning f 

Broaching I 
Reaming I 

I ~ ~ 

I 
I 
I 

I : - ~ 

• dama'3e (cracks, scratches, 
dents). 

Charts like this are used to hel d -
processes for use m manufactu~nge~~:~s select appropriate machinin<j 
capable of provid1 the . . . processes m1gbt not be 
f . ~ equ1red d1mens1onal accuracy or suriace f" . h 

~ or a particular component feature and so should not be usea. inis 

En,,ironmental sustainability 
As a desig~~ [°hu should always try to specify the most sustainable materials and manufacturing 
processes - a ave the least environmental impact. 

r:~T£t~;,~fnd::1=:~"!;~~ ~;i:'i~~=:~t:l~!~1:h:~~:"~: ::.;;:~"~~" c$~c';'.eVdc!" C:~·::1~;;~ru 1 
-- ~ during .applrq:if;ron _<;!nd ca~se __ \mnecessary environmental pollution. 

Design for manufacture and -
assembly 
The majority of design engineers have to _ 
work within the constraints of their company's -

manufacturing and assembly facilities. It is important 
to bear this in mind when designing new products. 

• New tooling and equipment is expensive and it 
~akes time to specify, manufacture/purchase, 
install and train workers to use them safely. -

• Wher~ver possible existing tooling, expertise, 
experience and manufacturing capability should 
be used in preference to specifying an entirely 
new or unfamiliar process. 

-----------
Matching equipm4!nt az:t.~ design 
features 

• Similarly, designs shoufd cons-id.er ease of 

as?embly. For inst;:ince, p~ing fixi_nqs and 
fasteners in positions that are difficult to 
access increases assembly time and adds 
unnecessary cost. 

A ~~pany has a CNC punch ~ress used for piercin'3 sheet 
me olank5. The tooling I.lead contains eiiaht automatiC<Jll ~ 

--... -
interchan'3eable punches of di fferent shape"' and - Y 
Wherl des· · ~ sizes_ 

. 1gnin'3 new sneet metal products, features will 
be des1g_ned so that they can be manufactured using a 
combination of the · ht 
t 1· se e1'3 standard punches. This will cut 
oo in'j costs and reduce set-up time. -- - ----

Now try this 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

• • es1gn 1 Generat·ng eas 
There are several approaches that you can take to generating ideas when you need to modify or 
improve an engineering product in line with a customer's req.uirements. 

Technical design criteria 
When you need to come up with ideas 
to improve an aspect(s) of a product, 
you will need to address particular 
design criteria established from the 
customer brief. Some common technical 
drivers are shown opposite. 

Generating ideas 

Common technical drivers 
Design improvement can be driven by considerations 
such as: 

• preventing corrosion 

• increasing wear resistance 

• preventing recurrent failure 

• keeping up with techriologicaladvancement 

• material cost reduction 

• manufacturing cost reduction 

• performance improvement 

• new features. 

Techniques for generating ideas 
Once you have established the key 
design criteria there are a wide range 

of idea-generation techniques that 
will help inspire you and encourage 
creativity. At this stage it's all about 
getting your ideas down on paper. 
Don't worry about the practicalities. 

You can generate ideas by brainstorming, mind-map12-ing, 
morphological analysis, SCAMPER and systematic search 
method. o Substitute 

Initial design ideas 
To narrow your thoughts down into initial design ideas 
you should consider the criteria below. The initial 
idea that answers these questions best can be taken 
forward to the next stage and developed further. 

• Is the idea fit for purpose? Can it provide the 
improvement required? 

• Can it be achieved within applicable constraints? 
Will it fit in the space available? Is it potentially 
dangerous? 

• Can one or more initial thoughts be refined or 
combined to provide an improved design idea? 

• Does it meet the client brief? 

-Now try this 

SCAMPER 

Eliminate 

Idea generation Initial ideas 

Adapt 

Minimise/ 
Maximise 

Developed design 
proposal 

Once you have <jenerated a ran'je of ideas 

(usually 10+), narrow them down to initial ideas 

considered in greater depth and presented in 
more detail. 

The owner of a canoe wants to be able to transport it using their family car. They do not have a tow bar and so 
cannot use a trailer. They don't want to have a permanently mounted roof rack on the vehicle or make any other 
permanent modifications. 

Use one of the techniques above to generate five sketched ideas with annotations outlining different ways this 
might be achieved. 
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evelopment 
Once you have identified the initial idea that best fits the desired outcomes of a product design 
specification (PD5) you need to take it forward and develop it in significantly more detail. 

Design development 
When developing your proposed design solution you are trying to bring every aspect in line with the 
requirements of the PD5. You should consider the following elements, which are a good guide to what 
should be included, although not exhaustive. 

Aesthetics. How important is the 
aesthetic appeal of the product? Does 
it need to reflect a certain established 
brand image? Will it appeal to the 
product's target market? 

Ergonomics. Can you improve how the 
product interacts with its intended 
users? Is it easy to handle, move, store 
and operate? Will a single size variant be 
sufficient or are a range of sizes needed 
to reflect user requirements? 

Sizes. Does the product comply with 
given limitations on size? Are there 
established sizing conventions applicable 
to the product? 

Mechanical principles. Are mechanical 
elements robust and of sufficent 
strength, stiffness or flexibility? What 
are the maintenance requirements? Are 
mechanisms able to operate the product 
with sufficient speed, force and control? 
Are there any potential mechanical 
hazards that need to be designed out 
or guarded against? 

Electrical and electronic principles. 
Can the operation of the product be 
improved using electronic control and 
sensor technology? Is it an electrical 
power source, a fixed external mains 
supply or a portable internal system such 
as a battery? Can you minimise electrical 
power consumption to increase efficiency? 
Are there any potential electrical hazards 
that need to be designed out or guarded 
against? Do electrical systems need 
protection for the product's working 
environment? 

Now try this 

Materials. Are the materials the 
most appropriate to provide the 
necessary physical, thermal, mechanical 
and electrical properties? Are they 
sustainable? Can recycled materials be 
used? Are the materials cost effective? 

Manufacturinia processes. How will 
the product be manufactured? Are there 
features of the design that prevent the 
use of certain manufacturing processes? 
Can the design be optimised to use 
less expensive anc::l/or more sustainable 
manufacturing techniques? 

Assembly. Can the number of components 
be reduced to simplify assembly? Can the 
use of clever design incorporate several 
features into a single component? How will 
components be fixed together? 

Cost. Have you made the most efficient 
use of materials? Is investment in new 
tooling or equipment required? 

Safety. Are there any hazards present 
that might cause harm during manufacture, 
use, recycling or disposal? Can these be 
designed out or easily mitigated? 

Sourcinia components. What kinds of 
fasteners or other applicable technologies 
are available from external suppliers? 
Have you made best use of off-the-shelf 
components? Will specialist components 
need to be sourced from external 
suppliers or manufactured in-house? 

--------
Consider the ergonomic requirements of a mountain bike and outline three 
aspects of the design that you might investigate and review during a product 
improvement redesign. 

Bad a look D Nearly th ere D Nailed it! D • esign information 
.. ....... During.the .design . .process __ it .. is .. essential __ to. inform:you.r __ choiceshy _ _us_ing .te.c.bnicaLinformationJrom 

high-quality, accredited sources. 

lnf ormation sources 
··-To--informyourdevelopment-workyou-'1t -need-to- refer·-to- various-s-ources- ·of ·informati~"fhfswilt--be- .. 

especially useful when selecting materials and components. 

Technical manuals (e.q. Mechanical Enqineers 
.. ......... Textl?ooks . 

Academic institutions 
(e-q. Thelnstitution .. of. 
Enqineerinq Desiqners) 

---------7--~ Ma""facture~· datasheets 

Information 1 
_ _ _______ Cataloques 

Govemment-sponsored ------ source& 
orqanisatio re (e.q . National 

Composites Ceotre) / I 
Institutions and professional bodies 
(e.q . The Weldinq Institute) 

····---· .. -·---Tradeassociations· 

........ -·A -note of caution!---
.. ei~w<lr~._<:>f .r~lyine .. Qn._9,p~n::-.~.Q1,1_r9~ infQrm<ltiPn ...... 
published on the internet. Many popular and 

.. undoubtedly. useful-websites such.asWildpedia 
are open source. This means that anyone can 

.. .. --- .. -contributeto-the-information--on-the-siteand;· 
as a consequence, also means that there is no 
guarantee that any ·of it'·is wholty·accurate:· 

It is good pr~i:;:t~ to find several corrql2grating 
(confirmed) sources for important or safety 

............. criticaLinformation.Jdeally, .. these wilLbeprovided ,, __ _ 
by accredited professional organisations who 

.... -· .. ·--- .. -wHl ·havechecked··and-verified-their pttbli5hed 
material. 

Online databases 

Manufacturers' websites 

Don't rely too heavily on the internet. Technical 

reference books contain a wealth of information 
and are available in every library. 

Nichrome is a metal alloy containing 80% nickel and 20% chromium that is widely used in the 
manufacture of heating elements for electric ovens and toasters. 

Suggest three reliable sources you might use to find the electrical resistivity of nichrome wire. 
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reehand sketch ·ng, -iagra s, 
tee n ·ea rawings 

Design concepts can be communicated quickly and easily using freehand sketching techniques. Technical 
information can be best conveyed using an appropriate diagram or technical drawing. 

Freehand sketching 2D 
This represents details of one 
face of a component and, as 
such, can convey only limited 
information about the component 
as a whole. You would use a quick 
2D sketch to convey simple 
information quickly. 

Freehand sketching 3D 
You can use 3D techniques to provide a more realistic 
representation of a product or component. A great deal of 
visual information can be conveyed in a 3D sketch. 

3D sketching techniques include isometric, oblique, cabinet 
oblique, single-point perspective and two-point perspective. 

Illustrations 
An illustration is meant to provide a highly 
realistic impression of a finished product 
rather than convey technical information. 
You should use illustrations when the form 
of a pro~ct is of primary importance; for 
example, when designing a new car. 

Technical drawings 
Technical drawings convey the information 
required to manufacture a component or 
product. 

Example of isometric sketching. 

Diagrams 
You can use diagrams to convey schematic information 
that helps to explain how a product works. 

Diagrams can include: 

• electrical circuit diagrams • wiring diagrams 

• hydraulic/pneumatic circuits • flow charts. 

Orthographic-projections 

Technical drawinias can include information on: 

A technical drawing is laid out in a series of views 
arranged as first or third angle orthographic-
projections. You will need to be familiar with how 
to read and draw orthographic projections. 

• dimensions 

• tolerances 

• surface finish 

• materials 

• explanatory notes. 

Now try this 

Take the example of an isometric sketch given above and reproduce it as a third angle orthographic projection. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 • • Graphical tech iq es 
___ .... Aranqeofqrapbicattecbni_ques __ can .. be._us.ecLto.communicate.technical.and .. .desiianinformation.tomake 

it easier to understand and to access. 

~ are often used with charts, 
diagra1115 and other graphical techniques 

Charts are often used to di5f71ay where symbols or colour coding have 
numerical data graphically, makiP'3 l::>een used. The key explains the meaning Shading - Contrasting colours on 

=-~::~~~~ d~.,~~·M~l~~~used. ~=s~a:;::;:~~m 

· conventions; incluc:lirrqthe use of· on-_ Can add a littteinterest tO 
standard symbols, are laid down in rfbint presentation but at its most 
-nationaland-mtemationa~·stanc:lards,-- / powerful it can provide a virtual flythf'OU<3h 
These standards are, in part, a graphical of a complex product in operation. Many 

dictionary 5etting out the agreed Gl'aphical 30 computer-aic:lec:I design (CAD) software 

definitions for the symbols used. techniques packages incorporate powerful animation 
- !n.theU"-, 558888-(2013}-i5-the. ·-··· ·capabifities·ttrat-showpotentiatcustomers · · 

cun-ent 5tanc:lard that specifie5 how a how a product might I~ and operate 
technical.p.roc:luctspecification~incluc:ling. -· ··· ····tongbeforeanythim:Jiseveractually·· 
drawings and a range of other technical manufactured. 
documents. should be completed. 

Symbols - Standard symbols have l::>een developed for a wide 
ran13eofiOO.vG1oat-cornponent5(etectncat;·e1ectronie;··pneomatic/-
hydraulic) and engineering features (5urface finishe5, centre 
lines; threads}; They enable en'3ineers and de5i'3ners acro55 the · 
globe to communicate in a common graphical language. 

7 

c; 

5 

>. 

Natural gas 
g 4 
~ 

Nuclear IS" 
~ 3 

Renewablee; lL.. 

Other 2 

Histogram with normal curve 

Pie charts (showing the use of a key here) and 
histograms are common and familiar methods 
of graphically representing data. 

o~___.~.........,,_.___..___,____.~......,. ....... ~~-i-_..--: 
16 2.4 32 .40. 

!Glornetres per litre 

The top five areas of UK national government expenditure have been estimated in the past as welfare (25.3 %), 
health (19.9 %), state pensions (12.8 %), education (12.5 %) and defence (5.4 %). 

Use an appropriate graphical technique to illustrate the data so that it can be compared easily. 
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Written communication 
As well as communicating through graphs, diagrams and charts, etc. you must also provide clear written 
explanations to explain and expand upon your ideas, thoughts and design decisions. 

Written documentation 
As a design engineer you will be expected to provide a range of clear and accurate written documents. 
5ome types of engineering documentation are shown below. 

Bills of materials 
Manufacturing 
instnictions 

\ Design logs 

Product design 
specifications Engineering 

documentation 1-------~ Design or product 
evaluations 

'9,.. To revise further engineering 
vJliliiiil documentation, see page 143. 

Technical reports on a range of 
related subjects 

Technical language 
When writing annotations, notes and written explanations 
you should always use formal technical language. 

Your technical lanquage should: 

• be clear 

• be concise (using short sentences) 

• be logical 

• be well structured 

• be factual 

• be accurate 

• support any visual elements (e.g. graphs, charts and 
diagrams) 

• use appropriate specialised terms 

• use accurate spelling and grammar. 

-,... ------
Annotation 
Any sketches, diagrams or illustrations 
you use should be accompanied by 
effective annotation. 

Your annotation should: 

• provide information 

• be concise 

• provide explanation 

• provide context 

• identify areas of importance 

• form links between features and ideas. 

-=--------------Interpreting results 
Often data collected from product testing, feedback from in-service performance or market research will 
influence your design decisions. Interpretation of the results and how they link with proposed design 
c hanges needs to be communicated clearly and systematically. 

Your data interpretation should: 

• be clear • be justified 
• be objective • consider possible sources of error. 
• reflect the data 

-----------
Now try this 

Rewrite the following paragraph relating to a 3-pin mains electrical plug, using 
appropriate technical language: 

The plastic bit on the back of the plug smashed up into loads of bits when it got 
dropped onto the floor. The stuff it was made of was too easy to crack and wasn't 
bendy at all. It needs replacing with something softer that won't break. 

-------------
Look at the information 

on material properties 

pages 105-107 and 

modes of failure page 111 
if you need a reminder of 

the kind of language you 
need to use. 
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esign • . 

c 
In order to fully specify a design solution you will need a range of written information, drawings 
and other diagrams. It is also good practice to keep a design log so a record is available of all the 
decisions, refinements and alterations made during development. 

Design documentation 
Design documentation will include some or all of the following: 

Component detail drawings - Every manufactured component 
needs a detailed engineering drawing. This is usually a first or third 
angle orthographic drawing containing technical information such as 
dimensions, tolerances, finishes, materials etc. 

General assembly drawings - Often an 
exploded isometric projection, these 
show how all the parts in an assembly fit 
together. lndividaul parts are numbered 
and their part reference and description 
given in a corresponding table. 

Material specification& - The material 
used for each manufactured component 
must be specified. This might include 
the material name, type or grade, 
manufacturer, size and form. 

Component specifications - Other 
bought-in components must be 
specified. This might include component 
name, description, manufacturer's part 
number. 

Bill of materials - All bought-in 
components, manufactured components 
and raw materials are included in a parts 
list known as a bill of materials. 

llJ:±C: ll 

Production plan - All the steps required to manufacture individual 
components, subassemblies and then the finished product need to be 
specified and explained. 

Electronic circuit diagrams - Any printed circuit board (PCB) included 
in the product will require an associated circuit diagram. 

Electrical wiring diagrams - Any electrical components wired together 
in the product will require an associated wiring diagram. 

Flowcharts - Flowcharts are often a useful way of presenting sequential 
operations such as assembly or testing procedures. 

Now try this 

1 Pulley wheel 

2 Retaining collar 

3 Shaft 

4 Pulley bracket 

An example of a general 
assembly drawing. 

The design documentation for a new product contains errors that have not been noticed during the usual 
checking procedures. 

What will be the consequences during production of: 

1 an essential bought-in component being missed off the bill of materials 

2 a hole being drawn smaller than the required size. 
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Iterative eve op ent 
You will find_ the. design .. processis not g.enerally linear, where a series of consecutive steps lead from 
the product design specification (PDS) to a finished product. Instead, several cycles of development 

·-·-- take place -throtJghou-t a prace55ofcontmval- refinement.--

Refinement 
'(ou ea~ ,irnPr.()\fe arodu.ct or proce.ss by an~lysing its performance in comparison to the requirements of 
the original PDS. This mrght happen several times during the design process. 

Exi5ti11'3 product 
process or design 

Testi~ J 
' Adaj:.tlons, Enhanced 

Analysis --alterations or-- product, / I refinements -~;n 

Refining a product, process or design involves 
analysing it to find ways of improving it. 

User feedback 

PO~ 

~-~=-=------------
The iterative design cycle 

-:he. design cyde ~farts it;s. IHe with a deslqn brief from a clienL Dltlmafoly, throii~h a cyclic process, 
rt_-~-'(( lead :t<:> __ C!_ fir11shec:;f pr()_cjuc::tthat meets all the client's requirements. 

De!;ign ... Agree _.. Id~ __ Initial Selection for f.1rst complete 
t1rief PD5 generation ... ideas .... development .... Development .... deeign proposal 

/ Testing·~ I 
Analysis 

~instPDS Prototype• 

( finehed product) .._.Yes-
~~LM~ ) 

meet the requirements 
of the PDS? Modified 

Adaptlon5, 
alterations or 
- refinement ·· 

There_ is o 11"'.it to the number of iterations it might take to fully optimise 
a de~ugn solution. However. in practice short lead t"1mes d d 

. . . an eve1017ment 

design proposat 

/ 
cost ilm1t<Jtions mean thac compromises o~en have to be made in order t 
launch a product ori ime a11d to i:1ud<21et. o 

----------New try this 

An example of an iterative approach or a product that is constantly evolving by iteration is the mobile phone. 

Suggest ?ther examples of products where an ongoing iterative design process has made regular updates and 
product improvements possible. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! D • 
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Statistica ata 1 
Engineering decisions are often based on statistical data and you need to be familiar with different 
types of data and how measurements of central tendency (mean, median and mode) can provide useful 
insight into a problem. 

Discrete_variables 
Discrete variables can take only certain defined 
separate values; e.g. the number of components 
in an assembly or the number of equipment 
breakdowns in one month or the number of 
workers on a production line. 

128 128 129 125 

128 129 128 128 

127 98 127 127 

128 96 129 115 

129 110 127 120 

Table showing the hourly output of 
a production line (discrete variable). 

Mean 

128 

129 

129 

128 

The mean is the numerical average of a data set. 
It can be found using this formula: 

where: 

X1 + X2 + X3 + . . . + Xn 

n 

x is the variable 

x is the mean -

n is the number of variables in the data set. 
=~---

Worked example 

An engineer measures a set of discrete variables 
of the breakdowns for seven months and finds the 
following results: 

12 11 

13 12 

10 9 

8 

Find the mean value of the data. 
(12 + 11 + 13 + 12 + 10 + 9 + 8) 

x= 7 

- 75 
x=7 
x = 10.71 

Mean= 10.71 

This method ·1s also used for continuous variables. 

Continuous variables 
Continuous variables can occupy any value 
within a certain range; e.g. the time taken to 
manufacture a component, measured component 
dimensions or engine running temperature. -

52.19 51.00 53.58 51.87 51.80 

52.80 52.29 52.11 52.97 53.15 

52.04 52.01 52.24 52.73 52.51 

51.64 52.90 52.85 51.83 52.60 

51.00 51.37 52.52 52.24 52.25 

Table showing quality inspection measurements of 
machined shaft diameters (continuous variable). 

Median 
The median is the middle value in a data set when 
arranged in ascending order of x. To calculate the 

median, use these formulae: 

Median (when n is odd) :::o_x '";'> 

. x!!. + x!!.+, 
Median (when n 1s even) ~ 

where: 

x is the variable 

n is the number of variables in the data set. 

=-- -
Worked example 

Find the median for the following set of values: 

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 12, 13 

In this case the number of variables is odd, 

so use: 

Median = Xcn+1i 
""""2 

Median = X c7+1i 
-y-

Median = x~ = x4 

Median is x4 or the 4th number, which is 11 . 

Now try this 

Calculate the mean for the set of discrete data or the 
continuous data given above. 
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Statistical ata 2 __ 
Other statistical measurements you ne.ed to be familiar with are mode, variance and standard 

deviation. Mode is another way of looking at central tendency whereas variance and standard deviation 
measure the spread of the data about the mean. 

Mode 
The mode is simply the data value that occurs 
mo5t frequently iri aaata set. Mode is generally 
more useful when dealing with discrete data. 

for example, in this data set 12 is the most 
common value as it appears twice: 

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 12, 13 

So the mode= 12. 

Variance 

Standard deviation (a) 
Standard deviation is a measure of the spread 
of data and is closely related to variance (see 
below). 

Standard deviation = ~Variance 

(j~ :o revise standard deviation 
in more detai l, see page 149. 

As well as central tendency, it is also useful to measure the spread of data about the mean to indicate 
the amount of variation in a data set. 

For this you can use the variance formula: 

Variance = (x1 - x)
2 + (X2 - x)2 + .. . + (xn - x)2 

where: 

x is the variable 

x is the mean 

(n-1) 

n is the number of variables in the data set. 

--------
Worked example 

Calculate the variance for the data set below. 

12 11 

13 12 

10 9 

8 

Variance= (x,-x)
2 + (x2-x)

2 + ··· + (xn-x) 2) 
n -1 

Remember that you calculate the mean by 

adding up all the variables in the data set and 

dividing the answer by the number of variables. 

Be careful with your ca1cuJator when ca•culating 
the sq11are of a ne'3ative 1umber. Remember 
(-2 )" is cir erent to 22 2 on most calculators. 

Variance = <12- 1o.7 1)2 + (11 - 10.71)2 + (13-10.71)2 + (12-10.71)2 + (10-10.71)2 + (9 10.71)2 + (8 10.71)2 

7 -1 

Variance= (1.6641+0.0841+5.2441 +1.6641+0.5041+2.9241 +7.3441) 

Variance = 3.238 
6 

------------- --------

Now try this 

Ca lculate the standar.d deviation of the data in the example above. 

Bad a look D Nearly there D Nailed it! 0 

ata han 1 · ng and graphs l 
Wtth.any .. qi~en. o.r .. collecte.d .. raw..data .. it's .. often necessary . .to..carry . .out .. so.me .. fo.rm .. of.proces.s.in~.-and/.or .. __ 
calculations before it can be displayed graphically and interpreted. 

Raw data Frequency tables 
- Raw-data ·witt not··be·in·mnnerical··order or··have-been ·· ··To -make--contim:iotJs data-··easierto·interpret, 

gathered into groups of similar values or classes. classes representing a range of values are 

51.00 52.16 52.59 

51.00 52:01 ··- 52.63 

51.57 5~.Q4 !:?2.?Q 

51.64 52.11 52.51 

51.80 52.19 52.52 

5.2.06 52.24 .52~60 

52.73 53.48 

52:l!i0 " 53.37 

52.85 53.29 

53.00 53.10 

53.32 53.62 

53115 53.52 

53.89 

54.49 

54.26 

-- --· usecLTffe nUmf7er of aata poii'its fallin(j· into 
each class is counted and recorded as a 
frequency. The cumulative frequency is just the 
sum of consecutive fr~uencies. 

51.00:::5.1A.9 -- 2 2 

51.50-51.99 3 5 Table of raw data 

measurements from a 

machined component. 
Frequency and 
cumulative frequency 

table of measurements 

from a machined 

component. 

52.00-52.49 

52.50-52Ail-9 -

53.00-53.49 

53.50-53.99 

54;00=54-;49 . 

7 12 

·· 21 -

7 28 

3 31 
. --·2-· ····- 33·-

:f":r:_~_q~~~f.:Y histogram 
You can plot frequency in each class as a histogram 
to help analyse -how-the <:fata-are·aistf'ibuted·.-·· -

~ 

~ 
er 

J: 

10 

9 

7 

6- -

4 

2 

~\:) \:)\:) ~\:) \:)\:) ~\:) 
~'\." --~'? ' ···- ·- -<;;'?" - - <-,!)<: ..•... ~: -

Class (IlUI1) 

Frequency distribution histogram of measurements 
taken from a machined component. 

Now try this 

Cu1Dt1.liltive f J'eqge:n~y_ bi.~.t~_g_t•_m 
You can plot cumulative frequency as a histogram 
·to-help crnafys·e how the data· fs distributed; --

~ 
:;::l 
O" 
~ 

!1. 

35 

30 

_o 
15 

10 

~ 

~? c.;->· ~· 

Cla,~s (n;un) 

Cumulative frequency distribution histogram of 

measurements taken from a machined component. 

- Analyse the data provided below by compiling a frequency distribution table and plotting a frequency histogram. 

is Is is 

This is discrete data and so there is no need to split it into classes. 

Just count the number of instances of each value between 1 and 9. 
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graphs 2 Data han • 1ng an 
·· Ways of displayfag. data to make it. easier to interpret are shown below followin;i .on from those rev15· d 
on page 14 7. ' · ~ · · · · ·· · · · · · · e · 

Bar charts 
A -large amount of-discrete-data displayed in ·a · 
table is virtually meaningless until it has been 
processed and a frequenc/.disttibution table -has 
been constructed. 

Even then it can be difficult to get an overall 
impression of the distribution until it .is . .plotted .. 
graphically. 

for· examplEf;· the frequency ·aistributk>rf in the 
ta~le bel()W become~ a lot easie:r to interpret 
when displayed as a bar chart. ···· ·· · ··· · 

Month Wortcpl-=e 
acClldente 

March 9 

April 7 

May 7 

June 2 

July 2 

August · 1 

10 
Workplace accidents 

6 

4 

March June July August 

B_ar charts are generally used to display 
discrete data. Unlike a histogram, a bar 

~~art has spa1 :e"> between the columns. 
-.... ~ .... ----------------

Pie charts 
· Even simple data dispfayed in a table lacks -impact· -
and it can be difficult to visualise how different 
Values compare. 

For e.)(c11mple, tht3 cgnt~nts of the table below have 
significantly more impact when displayed as a pie 
chart. ... ...... . .... . 

Cau'*Y ~output 
(bAllOns of•> 

USA 2310 

Japan 2100 

China 1660 

Germany · 468 

UK 312 

Manufacturing output (billions $) 

Pie charts are an effective way 
of illustrating comparisons. 

Now try this 

USA 

Japan 

China 

CJ Germany 

.. UK 

Use an appropriate chart to display the following discrete 
data on machine breakdowns over a 6-month period. 

Month Machine 
breakdowns 

Jan 9 

Feb 3 

Mar 6 

Apr 8 

May 1 

Jun 4 
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re ency d·str·h t•ons 
You need.to be_ familiar with forms .offrequency di.stributions_that __ occurJrequ.ently.in_ engineering 

problem5. The most important of the5e is the normal distribution. 

-··· -·-Often--in·· engineering processes; ··data is ·spread -
evenly on both sides of the mean - when plotted 

··4rapfiically ·it· snows-~f aistinctive·- 17·e11~shapea · 

curve. This is characterised mathematically by 
what is known as the normal distribution and is 

encountered so c::>:ft;e:n J~.c:JtY<:>ll _ l'.!e:~.c:j t.o b..~ .. ~.IA/are 
of its implications. 

-- · ·Thenormat distrfbution -is- symmetrical about 
the mean, and mean, mode and median share the 

same valUe; 

~ 
0 c 
~ 

ij-
~ 

u... 

--~-~--~--~~-~-~~~-· 
Standard deviation (o") 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 
5 
4 

3 

2 

1 

& 
"'"" 

":>o 00 "'o 00 

"' 
'lt" 'lt" ~ · 

"' "' "' Class (mm) 

The 5tandard deviation of a normal di5tribution is the 

sqtiare· f'oot of-its· variance. 

Standard deviation is useful because it provides a 
measure of the extent of variation that exists in a 
distribution. The lower the standard deviation, the 
tighter the normal curve and the lower the variation. In 

engineerin4.minimisinq.variation is .vital. 

Frequency distribution histogram of measurements 
from machined components showing the distinctive 

bell curve of the normal d'1stribution. 

99. 7% of the data are within 
-3 standard deviat ions of the mean- -->; 

For example, a manufacturing process that is properly 
under control witl have ·a stan1:fard deviation tow 
enough to ensure that a batch of components will 
all (well 99.99% .at least) be within the required 

dimensional tolerances. 

In the normal distribution G8% of all values lie within one 

standard deviation either side of the mean, 95 % within 
two standard deviations either side and 99.7 % within 
three standard deviabons e·1ther side. For example, if the 
mean is 100mm and the standard deviation is 0.25 then 

G8% of all data will fall between 99.75 and 100.25 mm. 

IPI. - .... - -

Skewed distributions 
·Some-distributions are ·not 
symmetrical and do not follow 

··· tne normarmoaer: rn skewea 
distributions the mean value 
becomes less relevant and 

. t:he .rnedi~npr9Y'ic:le!:> !? . 12~t;t:er .. 
indication of central tendency. 

Normal di5tribution 
T' 

) 
Mean 

· Median

Mode 

95% within 
-c-2 5taiidard deViatioiis~ 

68% within 1 
-standard-+i 

deviatio n 

In skewed distributions 

Skewed di9tribution 

1\'... 

; Mode 

Median 
Mea~ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - • the mode, median and 

mean do not coincide. 
,_ ---

'N cw try this 

A set of measurement data has a normal frequency distribution. The mean is 48.8 mm and the standard 

deviation is 0. 17. 

Find the upper- and lower-size limits between which 99.7 % of the inspection measurements are likely to fall. 
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es1gn 
Once a de:ign solution has been developed, it is .important to validate it_ by referencing (comparing) its_ 
for":', funct1~n, p~rformance and other characteristics against the original requirements of the product 

-design specification (PDS). -- - _ 

Objective referencing against the PDS 
It is _ imp~rt~n~ th~~ y~u .ar~ __ honest ~n~ obj~ctive when assessing how well your design solution meets 
the requirements of a given f'DS. This 1s a v1tar part of the development-0 f -y6Ur design- ii1to-a fofsh d 
product that fully satisfies your client. 

1 
e 

Design validation using a weighted matrix 
In practice some criteria required by a 
PPS might negatively i111_pacLe>l'.I oth_ers. for 
example, increasing battery life might mea~ 
compromising on.overall.product size and weight 
to accommodate a larger battery. Often, a 
compromi5e solution where one criterion is 
given priority over another has to be reached 
and these difficult design dedsions are made ' 

ea:ier by an~ly_sing a ~esign solution using a 
weighted matrix. - -

ewlumtlon Cl'fteN .... PD9 ~ 
Performance 0.3 

Comfort 0.3 

Aesthetics - 0.1 

Weight 0.2 

Cost 0.1 

Now try this 

• A weighted matrix allocates a numerical 
_w~ighting to each criteria Qf th~ eo~ -rnflecti11g 

its relative importance. 

• The sum of all the weightings -allocated should 
come to 1. 

• Each ot the criteria i5 then given a score out 
()f 10 to reflect ~()W __ w~ll ~h_t:: c:l_~si_gn solution 
reflects the requirements of the PDS. 

• This score is then multiplied by the weight+n.g 
to give a weighted score for that criteria. 

• When the weighted scores for each criteria are 
added together then an objective measurement 
of how successfuliy the PDS has -been met is 
_expresse_d as a total score out of 10 ----· 

Score (out of OJ Welebteet~ 

8 2.4 

9 2.7 

10 1.0 

8 1.6 
-

6 0.6 

TOTAL (out- of 10) 8.3 

Calculate the weighted matrix score for the design solution being validated in the example below. 

Evaluation criteria Weighting Score (out of 10) Weighted score 
fromPDS 

Performance 0.1 9 

Comfort 0.4 4 

Aesthetics 0.2 6 

Weight 0.2 9 

Cost 0.1 8 

TOTAL (out of 1 O) 

2 Which of the five areas evaluated should be the main focus of further design efforts? 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 -

ene its an o_pportunities 
During validation you should be aware of how to manage the potential benefits that further development 

might bring, and weigh these against financial and other constraints. 

Balancing benefits and opportunities against constraints 
Not all the potential benefits of developing a proposed design solution may be worth the compromises 

necessary in other areas, or the expense needed to achieve them. 

Cost-benefit analysis: Products need to make 
commercial sense and any potential benefits must be 
weighed against the cost of achieving them. In general, 
once a certain level of performance is achieved even small 

further improvements are too expensive. 

Environmental benefits: It may not always be possible to 
meet all the environmental and sustainability requirements 

of a design . In some instances the use of recycled 
materials, although giving obvious environmental benefits, 

may not be possible given the required mechanical 

characteristics of the components. 

Benefits and 
opportunities 
vs constraints 

Health and safety risks: Product or 
performance improvements must not be 
allowed to compromise user safety and 

you must consider any knoclc-on effects. 

Product life cycle considerations: Compromises or 

constraints at one stage of the product life cycle may 
be offset by benefits gained in another. Design and 

manufacturing complexity might be offset by the ease by 
which materials can be separated during recycling at end 

of life. 

The costs of supplying more power to a motorbike 

engine may be cons-1dered acceptable but this 
cannot be done safely w·1thout also making expens·1ve 

upgrades to the suspension and braking systems. 

------
Indirect benefits and opportunities 
By considering how a product will be used it is 
sometimes possible to identify indirect benefits 
that your client _or their target market might not 
yet appreciate. This provides opportunities for 
widening the appeal of a product and potentially 

increasing sales. 

------- ------
Now try this 

More benefits 
The direct benefit of using a vacuum cleaner is 
that it is quicker and more efficient at cleaning 
floors than a traditional dustpan and brush. An 
indirect benefit is that fine dust, pollen, pet hair 
and other potential allergens are removed and 
physically isolated inside the vacuum. Reducing 
airborne allergens can help to lessen symptoms 

of hayfever or asthma. _______ ... 

The performance of a desktop computer you are designing would be improved by installing a new type of 
central processor unit (CPU) onto the motherboard. However, the alternative CPU requires more power and 

generates more heat than the existing ch ip and has a different pin configuration. 

Which three elements of your system design would you need to investigate as part of a feasibility and costing study 

into this potential change? 
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r her 0 ·rications 
Durin4--11alidation further modifications may be made to take into account_propo_sed manufacturing 
methods and other technological developments. 

----------- ------ -- -Design ror-ma-n:atactarin9--
Even at a late stage in the process there will-be scope for improving the--desiqn to-help make it-more -
suitable for the manufacturing processes to be used. 

_____ Can . .thetypesof ___ _ 

component be rationalised? 

Can common fixing5 (screws, bolts, 
--- washers}be--vsed-threu'3heut? ---

Can you reduce the individual 
--- --- ---- -------- - -component count?---- Are component shapes and features 

optimised for·-manufactore? 

.. Js hardtoolin13.necessary _or can . non-traditional~ 
manufacturing methods, such as 3D printing or 

_ Jas~r c=vtt:_iriia.. _I?~ _1,1~~~f~---

,_ _____ .Are suitable draft angles included on 
----- -----moulded-components?---

Can a single cast-or--mouTded 
component be designed to replace 
multiple parts? 

Have the capabilities and constraints of the 
manufacturin'.3 proce5ses been fully allowed for 

i_~ __ cc;>_mf'c;)~e_n_t __ design? 

Drafted 

mr.-.-•mi:m-~••-·.:•-.-lillillll..: 

Technology-led adaptations 
During the development process, emer9ing 
manufacturing or processing technologies could 
become available that might apply to the product 
being designed. Alternatively, ~han9es In related 
technologies that the product being designed 
wou_ld be ~f?ect,~d to u_se or _interface with might 
lead to necessary desi9n adaptations to insure 

Undrafted 

Cast or moulded 

components must be 

designed with a draft 

angle to allow them to 

be removed from moulds 

when manufactured. 

Design adaptations - plalll\_~l\_g 
for obsolescence 

-- -- -- ---- agaiRst premature--obso1escence. 

Manufacturers of televisions for the UK began 

to incorpgrate -~µ~J_c:fjgit.al cind ancil!:>_gµ~---
receivers long before the planned switch-off 
of the .analogue. signal. This .reassured _ 
customers that their new TV would still work 
when the-switch over-to d1gital was -made·:--------
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Describe a potential problem that the inclusion of a draft angle on cast metal components might cause during 
subsequent machining operations. 

Bad a look D Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

our Unit 3 set task 
Unit 3 will be assessed through-a task, which.will be set by Pearson. You will complete .a task to 
demonstrate your knowledge and understanding of engineering product design and manufacture as you 

-'---f-oUow -a-standarddevelopme-nt--process--of interpreting -a-brief-,- scopiflg --ini-tial design i-deas-,-preparing --a -
design proposal and evaluating the proposal. 

Revising your skills 
Your assessed task could cover any of the essential content in the unit. You can revise the unit content 
in this Revision Guide. This skills section is designed to revise skills that might be needed in your 
assessed task. The section uses selected content and outcomes to provide an example of ways of 
.applying your skills. 

Making note5 
Se page 156 

Readin'3 a client brief 

/ "" ""'3• 157 

Interpreting an 
engineerin'il drawing 
See page 158 

Analysi"'il data 
See p~e 159 

Set task skills 
Evaluating your 
de5(9n proposal 
See pages 170-171 

Developing and 
ju~tifyln'il a modified 
product proposal 

--5ee·pages 1GG=1-GS 

Producing initial desi'iln 
____ Id~s.based.on_a brief 

See pages 164-165 

Interpreting a brief and data 
See pa'.:je& 162-163 

Workflow 
The process of the task might involve you in the 
following steps: 

~ Read a task bda;··-co-iiduct research a-iicf make·· 
notes. 

~ Read further information and interpret a client brief, 
engineer.ing drawing and data. 

~ 
Create a time plan and record changes and actions. 

Interpret a brier's operational requirements. 

Produce a range of .initiaLdesiqn.ideas based on 
the brief. 

~ Develop- a modffied--pr-oductproposat with-rel-evant 
design documentation. 

~ Evaluate your design proposal. 

Check the Pearson 
website 
This section is designed to 
demonstrate the skills that might 
be needed In your assessed task. 
The details of the actual assessed 
task may ehanqe, so always make 
sure you are up to date. Check the 
Pearson website for the most up-to:
date Sample Assessment Material 
to get an idea of the structure of 
your assessed task and what this 
requires of you. 

Visit the Pearson website and find the page containing the course materials for BTEC National Engineering. Look at 
the latest Unit 3 Sample Assessment Material for an indication of: 

• the structure of your set task, and whether it is divided into parts 

• how much time you are allowed for the task, or different parts of the task 

• what briefing or stimulus material might be provided to you 

• any notes you might have to make and whether you are allowed to take selected notes into your supervised 
assessment 

• what you might need to take into the assessment; e.g. a black pen and a spare, HB or B pencil, ruler, eraser, 
drawing instruments and calculator 

• the activities you are required to complete and how to format your responses. 
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ea ing a brief 
Here are some examples of skills involved when reading a_task brief and task information. 

Task brief and information 
The task brief and information are used as examples to show the skills you need. The content of a 
task will be different each year and the format may be different. 

When reading a task brief and information: 

• read it several times 

• underline key informat ion 

• plan the focus of your research. 

Task brief 

A manufacturer has been approached by one of its clients for whom it manufactures brackets used in 
tunnels. The client has asked the manufacturer to optimise the design of the product, which is a bracket. 

You will research the design and manufacturina requirements that are relevant to the bracket and its 
application. Your research should consider: 

• existing designs for brackets 

• the manufacturing processes. and technologies that are being used and possible alternatives 

• the health and safety requirements for the manufacturing processes and technologies 

• environmental considerations, including sustainability 

• material reguirements and suitable material properties 

• any other relevant facto!'$.. such as ease of fitting. 

It is a good idea to underline key irt ormation in 
the task brief and task information you are given. 

You will be given further information on the specific issues with the existing bracket that will allow you to 
redesign the bracket and ~your solutions against the issues. 

Task information 

The bracket is attached mechanically to a metal support within a tunnel. The purpose of the machined 
bracket is to provide fil!QQQ!1. for a high-voltage Insulated electric cable which runs the length of the 
tunnel. The electrical cable goes through the 65 mm diameter hole The number of brackets that are 
needed depends on the length of the tunnel but they are g_enerally manufactured in thousands. 

Currently, the bracket is machined from low carbon steel, which has a paint finish applied to it. 

Existing Cable Support Bracket 

Now try this 
You could include research into other existing designs 
for brackets that support cables in tunnels, for example. 

List a range of sources of information that might be used to support research activities for this task. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Conduct·ng researc 
t1ere are: .S91Tlt:: e,xarnples of skillsjnvolv~d IA/hen cc:irryi11g out research. 

Plannin9 my research - factors 

This diagram groups some 
relevant and useful factors 
when conducting research. 
You must decide the most 
important areas you need 
to know about based on 
your understanding of the 
task. Make sure you split 
your research task into all 

the important areas. 

--------------~----~~~--~---~~----

Steel castim3s: 

• used when cast iron cannot deliver enough strength or shock. 
resistance 

• more difficult to cast than iron but has better wear resistance 

• can withstand significant stress and strain without fracturing and 
can be further enhanced by alloying 

• are much more difficult to machine than cast iron, and steel exhibits 
a lower damping ability, which can sometimes lead to excess 
vibration and noise (ringing or S(\Uealing), In certain applications. 

Gather relevant information in your research 

Make a note of key points it would be useful to research in relation to 
manufacturing methods for the task brief on page 154. 

Here is an example of some 
research into manufacturing 

methods in relation to a 
task brief relating to stable 

door hinges. 

You need to identify important 
facts and could collate data, 
listing materials and their 
relevant properties. 

~---------
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aking notes 
______ H_ere __ are some __ examples_ of _skills involved __ 

when making research notes. Preparatory notes 
You may be allowed to take-some--of-your preparatory 
notes into your supervised assessment time. If so, 
the-ritf may Be -restrictions on ·tne lengtff~fiicftype or· 
notes that are allowed. Check with your tutor or look 
at the most up-to-date Sample Assessment Material on 
the Pearson website for information. 

...;....;.;=-...;_,;_ _ _..;..:~~_:.:_:_~~~ .. ~ 
-rkL de.,ice ~ like. a.. 'cl~ 
~ll'. I+ K pl'ud over ~ 

cJ..,ft.k, bn.iu ~ ~ercJ.er 
pe.at...t~ of i1.e. lf~i'de • I+ it ~ 
doseof civd locked. ..isi~ o.. "1-

Je,ter ~"" CA,bi'Aet- lod<. "11.:.s 
r~ers fi.L 11'0..ide 11Acllf\;,e~. 

Cost: 

~~lf"l«.&i> 
I's<\ wi#... C\. ...we.:.., 
CO(\- 4 QJ"..,Ml ~go 

---~-----

This extract shows some 
product analys·1s and 
research notes that 
respond to a brief relating 

to a security device to 
prevent theft of a vehicle. 

Using subtitles is a useful 
way to ensure all the 
basic important points 

are covered. Each of the 

areas could be looked at 
in more detail on another 

research sheet if necessary. 
There may also be other 

information needed that is 
very specific to the topic 
being researched. 

The subtitles can also act as a checklist 
of areas to be investigated, prov·1ding 

a good way to structure research of 

existing products: 
Function of the product 

• Manufacturing methods and processes 

Costs 
Materials and material properties 

• Health and Safety issues 
• Sustainability and Environmental 

factors 
• Relevant numerical data 
• Aesthetics, Ergonomics, 

Anthropometrics 
• Applied finish 
o Advantages or Disadvantages of the 

design. 

Select a design for a can crusher (limit your selection to less than £ 1 O). Produce a 
research sheet, outlining some of the important, relevant information about your chosen 
product. Use the example notes above as a guide. 

There are many products available to crush 
drinks cans, like the one shown here. 

Bad a look D Nearly there D Nailed it! D 

ea rther ·nfor • a on 
Here are some examples of skills involved when reading further task information and a client brief. 

Further task information 
When reading further task information, consider: 

• how it continues from an earlier brief (see page 154), with a brief from a client 

• additional information given in an encaineerinca drawinca; for example, see page 158 for an 
orthographic projection of the existing support bracket and a sectional view showing the bracket 
in operation (the position of the hole in relation to the wall and a metal support) 

• additional information given in numerical data; for example, see page 159 for the numerical data 
that is referred to in the client brief. 

Client brief 

The client is aware that the current design has a number of issues, 
but the redesign has been triggered by the bracket fracturing in 
service. The client had intended the life cycle of the bracket to 
be 25 years. The client needs the manufacturer to identify the 
stage in the life cycle when the brackets begin to exhibit signs of 
fracture and design, and a solution that will reduce the likelihood 
of the brackets fracturing in service 

Based on simulations and testing, the client has provided the 
following information in Table 1 , which can be used to perform a 
statistical analysis of the service conditions. that the brackets are 
used in. 

The client has asked the manufacturer to come up with an 
alternative solution that can also take into account the most 
efficient use of materials and manufacturing processes; however, 
the manufacturer also has an opportunity to optimise the design in 
terms of form. sustainability and other factors 

The bracket must: 

• have a 65 mm hole with a dimensional tolerance of ±2 mm 

• be manufactured so that the 65 mm hole is in the same position 
as the original bracket (see sectional view of the bracket in 
operation) 

• have at least three mounting points. 

Now try this 

Look again at the client brief above, the orthographic drawing on page 158 and 
the data table on page 159. 

1 What has triggered the redesign of the bracket? 

2 What is the average life expectancy of bracket A? 

3 What is the diameter of the six bracket mounting holes? 

A client brief outlines a client's 
expectations and requirements 
for a product. Read the client 
brief carefully and make sure 

you understand it. Here, the 
learner has underlined some 
key information. 

/;)-Table 1 is shown 
V on page 159. 

Notice all the additional 
information you are given in the 
client brief. This will help inform 

your redesign of the product. 

/J~ An orthographic 
V projection and 
sectional view are shown on 
page 158. 

Use the orthographic 
projection drawing, the 

data table, and the task 
information all together, 
to find the facts you 
need. 
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Interpreting an eng · neeri g 
• raw1ng 

Here are some examples of skills involved when interpreting an engineering drawing, such as the one 
below, referred to in the client brief on page 157. 

95 100 µ I I I ...,, 

I rf-f> 0 0 
6. ~ '2 - ~ 

I I I 

~ 

0 0 0 I 
./"'- I 

_ 2_.s_ _.!!._ 
153 - 2.Ll_ ......._Rl6 

An eng ineering d rawing contains vital informat ion 
you will need in order to progress with your 
designs. Look out for important details. For 
example, here you are given all the dimensions 
(e.g. in millimetres) a1d a 3D diagram, which gives 
a realistic image of the existing product. A drawing 
may also give information about the material used. 
This may be in a table in the bottom right-hand 
corner of the drawirig. In this example, there is 
also the rendered image showing the product in 
use on the tunnel wall. This is extremely useful to 
help with the development and optimisation of a 
new product proposal, as required in the brief. 

-M-

0 

Machined Bracket 

Sam 1 2015 

Tunnel wall 

Tunnel floor 

Now try this 
You will notice that none of this information is given directly on the drawing, but 

you can easily find out these essential measurements through simple calculation. 

Using the drawing above, answer the following: 

1 What is the overall length of the existing bracket? 

2 What is the overall width of the existing bracket? 
3 What is the overall height of the existing bracket? 

4 What is the diameter of the cable hole? 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there D Nailed it! 0 

nal si g ata 
. Here are some examples of skills involved when analysing data, such. as T able. 1 below, referred to. in the 
client brief on page 157. 

Table 1 - Outcome of simulations and testing on the existing brackets 

Minimum 
Maximum Distance 

temperature Humidity from the 
temperature 

inside inside the tunnel 
Bracket inside tunnel 

tunnel tunnel entrance/ 
(degrees 

{degrees (percentage) exit 
Celsius) 

Celsius) (metres) 

A -10 18 40 20 

B -6 19 50 40 

c -2 22 60 60 

D 0 I 26 80 80 

E 3 30 80 100 

Initial analysis 

• Bracket A and 8 appear to have the best life 
expectancy. 

• They are closest to the tunnel exit or entrance. 

• Humidity increases further away from the entrance/ 
exit. 

• The temperature increases further away from the 
entrance and exits. 

• The combination of heat and humidity would appear 
to shorten the life expectancy of the brackets. 

• The brackets appear to last longer in cooler, less 
humid areas of the tunnel. 

Test 
1 

25 

20 

15 

7 

8 

Life cycle (years) 

Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

27 15 22 30 24 26 19 24 28 

22 26 17 23 13 18 19 28 20 

17 11 13 16 14 21 9 27 16 

19 16 11 7 1 9 14 23 11 

4 7 16 12 22 6 7 2 9 

In this example, the learner analyses 
the information in the table and makes 
decisions about which data is relevant to 
the brackets fracturing in service. 

Some data can be understood 'at a 
glance' but some calculations may 
be needed to get the full picture. For 
example, here, the average life expectancy 
of each bracket will need to be calculated. 
You can do this by adding up the results of 
the tests for each bracket and dividing by 

the number of tests. 

----------------------------~~ 

Now try this 

Calculate the actual average life expectancy for each of the brackets. 

Verify your 'at a glance' 
assumptions with 
calculation, to be sure 
you are correct. 
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Creating a ti e plan 
-- When-asked-to-create -a-short _ · _ t t· ~ · · 

h t f h 
pr~jec - ~me Pan to carry out an 1terat1ve development process _consider _ 

eac s age o t e task and what 1t requires. ' 

Project time plan for the task 

Pr~duce the time plan for the full project, to carry out 
an iterative development process. 

During the development process, record in my task 
booklet: 

• why ~hanges were made to the design during each 
session 

• action points for the next session. 

Interpret the design brief into operational requirements 
toioc~de: ' 

• product requirements 

• opportunities and restraints 

• interpretation of numerical data 

• key health and safety, regulatory and sustainability 
factors. 

:roduce a range of (e.g. three or four) initial design 
ideas based on the client brief, to include: 

• sketches 

• annotations. 

Develop a modified product proposal with relevant 
desi<an documentation. The proposal must consider: 

• a solution • sustainability 

• safety 

Finally, evaluate: 

• success and limitations of the completed solutions 

• indirect benefits and opportunities 

• constraints 

• opportunities for technology-led modifications. 

Demonstrate a logical and iterative 

approach to the design process. Action 
~oints should show forward planning clearly 
lin~ed to the specifics of the product 
being redesigned, with consideration of 
what has happened in the previous session. 

Make sure you meet the brief and consider 
enhanced product performance. The 
interpretation should include comments that 
extend the client brief into a set of cohesive 
operational requirements, not just a repeat 
of the client brief. Show your calculations 
and conclusions relating to the numerica l 
data, commenting on them and taking action 
forward. Be specific about sustainability 
factors and health and safety, relating 
comments to the redesign of the product. 

Ensure your ideas are feasible and fit for purpose, 
and reasonably different to the existing product 
and each other, when considering form and 
approach. Your adaptations should be maJOr 
improvements when compared to the existing 

product and in relation to the brief. Be specific in 
your annotations, relating comments to the brief, 
so comments about, for example, materials or 

shapes, are applied in context rather than general. 

Gi~e a balanced and thorough appraisal, with a sound 
rationale. ~ak_e sure you give good reasons as to wh 
your sol~t1on is effective, with reference to the point: 
i_n ~he_ bnef Include a focus on the opportunities 
lim1tabors and co_n_straints of your chosen desig~ 
o,olut1on. Be spec1f1c about fur'.:her technology--l~d 
mod1f1cations, so your comments are applied in the 
context of your solution, rather than generally. 

Now try this 

'.Ian the ~ime you need for each of the stages, using the 
information on timing and marks from the latest Unit 3 Sample 
Assessment Material on the Pearson website to guide you. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there D Nailed it! 0 

ecor ·ng chan_ges an 
action po· nts 

-- -t1ere are some examples· of skift~nnvc:>tvea -
when recording the changes you make 
along with action points, during the 
iterative deve~ment process. The 
examples show responses to a brief 

Carrying out an iterative development 
process 

- A- project log is a document that records theprogre-~:.-s 

made, key activities and decisions taken during the _ .relating _to modifying. a _right.anqle .. b.racket __ _ 
deve opment--ofa ___ projed;. Make ·sure-lfiat ttiroughouf--for outdoor use. 

r 
th_E;: c.1e~ign r~spo11se you: 

• justify changes made throughout the development 
-proces-s--to meetthe-r-equirements--of.tl:le-b-rief-

• identify well-defined, logical and prioritised next 
poffitS of action, that are deifrly liiikec:rto tne 
specifics of the produc;t that is being redesignec;f, 
with consideration -of what has-happenecfin the - -

_ pre\/iqus _sc:;:s51io11. 

Bracket could l::>e manufactured 
from stainless steel. 

In this example, a sketch clearly records the changes made to 
a design of a simple right-angle bracket manufactured from mild 
steel. The bracket is corroding after a few months of outdoor 

use and, as part of the development process, the drawing 
records the changes made to use stainless steel instead. 

This extract shows a 
clear understanding 

Althoutah stainless steel is more difficult to work with than mild steel, it 
may be a better material for the bracket because of its resistance to 
corrosion. The use of stainless steel would mean a corrosion-resistant 
finish would not need to be applied, unlike mild steel, which would need 
protection 5uch as dip coatinta, electroplatinta or 13alvanising. Stainless 
steel has a naturally aesthetically pleasing finish, too. 

and use of the iterative 
desiqn process. You 
need to justify the 
changes you make to 
improve your design 
during the development 

process. 

This extract 
makes it 

Link to research and brief clear how the 

proposed design 
change is linked 
to research 
and the 
requirements of 
the design brief. 

Manufacturin13 the bracket in stainless steel would fulfil the requirement of the design 
brief in terms of improvinta the life span of the product. The expected increase in 
cost would then be justified and may be acceptable to the client. My initial research 
indicated that many commercial products designed for constant use in harsh outdoor 
environments are manufactured from stainless steel (e.'3. pipes on oil ritas). 

Action points 

I now need to take into account: 

The action points 
identified in this extract 
are clear and logical. 

• the cost of stainless steel in relation to mild steel 

• which tarade of stainless steel would be most 5uitable 

• whether different tools are needed to manufacture the 
bracket in stainless steel 

• the expected life span of various stainless steels in a 
typical outdoor environment. 

Now try this 

Look back to the orthographic drawing of 
the cable bracket on page 158. A learner has 
decided to propose that the bracket should 
be manufactured in carbon fibre. 

Justify why this may (or may not) be 
an improvement. 

2 Give a list of actions that would 
be needed, to assess whether the 
proposal is realistic. 
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Bad a look 0 

Here are some examples of skills 
involved when interpreting a client brief. 

for example, when interpreting a brief 
into operational requirements, include: 

• product requirements 

• opportunities and constraints 

• interpretation of numerical data 

• key health and safety, regulatory and 
sustainability factors. 

Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Interpreting a brief into operational 
requirements 
Consider how you will: 

• interpret the brief into a cohesive and comprehensive 
set of product requirements, feasible 

opportunities and constraints that meets the brief 
and considers enhanced product performance 

• show accurate calculation and interpretation of 
numerical data --

• address key health and safety, re13ulatory and 
sustainability factors with relevance to the given 
context. 

- .-.....-. .... -.---..-.-- This short extract from a brief requires an 
upgrade to the existing design of a car Worked example 
key. You need to show you understand what 

------~-....... -~-,WD the Hef is asking you to do by analysing 

The manufacturer of a car key remote wishes to 

upgrade the existing design. The new product must not 
cost more than the existing product, which is £25. 

the different operational requirements. 
With your actual longer set task brief you 
may also need to interpret an engineering 
drawing and some numerical data, and 
apply any necessary calculations (see 

~ample -response e~tract 

R.e'aulations Sustainability 

Must comply Must be 
with legislation manufactured 
relating with at 
to radio least 80% 
transmission recyclable 
power and materials and 
frequency ... components ... 

Re'!luirements 

Must transmit 
a distance of 
at least 50m 
from the 
vehicle ... 

pages 154 and 157-153, for example). 

Constraints 

Must not cost 
more than 
the existing 
product (£25) 

a'm To ~evis~ interpreting 
engineering drawings, 

see pa'jes 140 and 158, and to 
revise interpreting numerical data, 
see pages 145-14G, 153 and 1G3. 

H!:alth and 
safety 

Must have no 
sharp edges ... 

Opportunity for 
improvements 

In these extracts that start to interpret the brief, important points have been 
identified for each of the six operational requirements. You will be expected to 
identify multiple points in each of the six categories and take these forward, 
along with conclusions from any numerical data and engineering drawings. 

Must 

incorporate 
recent 

advancements 
in radio 

transmission 
security ... 

--------------- ----------Now try this 

You have been as~ed to design a new dispenser for a standard 24 mm x 66 mm roll of sticky tape, to use on a desk, in a 
busy office. The dispenser must have a retail price of less than £1 o and be no bigger than 150 x 100 x 100 m u d 
each ~f the six categories in the sample response extract above, write down at least two important points re~~a~t: 
the bnef, t hat you would take forward. 

Rad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

terpret· • .er1ca data g _ _n 
... .. . . Here are_some...examples .of..s.kills. iov.o.lved..whenJnterpreting .. numericaL.data~ 5bowthat .. you .. can . 

understand and analyse the information, carrying out calculations if needed. Calculations should be 
-acctlf'ate -and--eoncltJstons shouk:l be-commented--upen/taken··forward-,---

The table below shows data collated by a motorcycle racing team, who have been experiencing a number 
of chain failures on their racing motorcycles. 

Table 1 - Outcomes from testing of existing motorcycle chains 

Motorcycle Motorcycle Number of Number of 
Life cycle of chain (racing hours) 

Chain engine size engine standing race miles Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test 
(cc) torque (Nm) starts completed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

A 1000 120 80 900 19 20 20 20 20 21 18 21 19 

B 800 100 190 754 9 8 9 10 6 9 7 7 9 

c 600 79 110 1120 15 14 13 15 13 12 16 14 15 

D 250 34 58 1199 31 40 36 31 29 31 28 37 32 

E 125 21 175 850 11 11 11 12 9 10 12 13 8 

~ "" r ~ 

This extract from a brief shows a table of chain failures. The owner of the motorcycle team ~ ~ wants to know why chains are failing and what is the main cause of chain failure. You need to 
look at the figures in the table and decide which data is relevant and which is not. You must 
make decisions based upon the data supplied and not make assumptions. For example, you 
may think that chain failure on_ the motorcycles is likely to be more of a problem on big'jer; 
more powerful bikes, but looking at the data above, this is clearly not the case. 

In loolcin13 at the data for chain A on the 1000cc motorcycle, it did 80 
starts and covered 900 race miles. 

Avera13e distance of each race= 900/80 = 11.25 miles 

When repeatin9 this calculation for each chain, it is clear that chain 
6 only did races of an avera13e distance of 3.96 miles (the shortest 
avera9e race distance of any chain) but still had the shortest life 
expectancy. It is therefore not necessarily race distance causin13 chain 
failure. In lookjn13 at the data for chain B, the chain w<is on the 800cc 
bike, which completed 754 race miles. This was the shortest race 
mileage of all the chains tested, but the life cycle In racin13 hours is the 
shortest. However, this chain was subjected to more standin13 starts 
than all the others (190 starts). It would be reasonable to deduce that it 

is the number of standin13 starts contributin<a to chain failure. 

In this extract from a 
response the data has 
been analysed and the 
main factor contributing 
to chain failure has 
been identified. The 
conclusions would inform 
ways forward. 

~---------~------~~-~-----~--~~ 

When analysing the data in the table above, it would be useful to know the 
average life expectancy for each chain. This figure is not given in the data table. 
Calculate the average life expectancy for each chain. 

For each chain, you need to 
calculate the sum of chain 
life cycle hours divided by 
the number of tests. 
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Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Pro • c1ng esign · deas l 
--- -- Mere-are -some--examptes-of sldlls -involved wtrerr-producinq initiat -desi~ ideas to -modify-a product in 

response to a client brief. For example, the ranqe of initial desiqn ideas you produce should be based on 
the client brief ana include sketcnes and annotations. 

Initial designideas 
Consjder bow_you will:_ 

• produce a range (e.q. three or four) of appropriate initial desi<:;n ideas that address the brief and are 
reasonably different to the existing product shown and each other;-when considerinf.3 foJT11 and approach-. 

• communicate the ideas concisely and with clarity, with appropriate use of technical terms that link to 
the brief. 

• ----ensure .yoi.11:. ideas.are feasible and fit. for purpose, showinq.adaptations . .that_.are major .improvements 
when compared to the existing product and the points in the brief. 

loc<>JT. 

All your ideas must: 

• address the brief 

• be communicated clearly 

- ... - - • ., - The annotated sketch below is an extract of one idea 
in response to a brief to modify a car wheel-brace so 
it can be made small for easy storage in a car boot. 

• 
Sockef- loc.,.1-fs .,~ 
Sfr:/l"l loo4P~ ~1 

i b ... u 

I 

1-:j~i-;.. M.OJ!JeJ L.D.P.E 
~e. c...i:e w;l4.. 

·---- -------~--.......;':.;,_:\,".,le--O;\ Co.Jiil(" 

Checklist: 

• ~Separates into small parts, easy stora13e solution. 

show appropriate use of technical terms 

be realistic and feasible 

• ~Clear and simple sketches with annotations. 

~ Materials, processes, machines and finishing. 

• be fit for the purpose. • @ Utilises establist-ieGi engineering practices. -------..1... {i!f It wouH be ·suitable for-·th-e task·requestec:h·- ·· ------ ----------
Sketch one idea, with annotations, for an adjustable bracket to hold a flat-screen 
computer monitor onto a wall. 

Use a checklist like the 
one above to ensure your 
idea meets all the criteria 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Producing esign ideas 2 
Clear ~ketcbe$ oLyoJJr initial d~~i-tao .idea.$ __ a_re important,_ altbougbitJ5_ no_t_yo_ur act. skills .that _are 
being tested. Sketches must be understandable although every detail does not need to be shown 
at this sta.ge.--The notes and- annotations with your--sketches may provide the-best-method of -
demonstrating the important aspects of your idea and also your engineering skill and knowledge. 

-

Now try this 

CD Cold drawn mild steel tube. 
GO mm dia. Each section swa'3ed 
to slide over next piece. All 
store inside stove body for 
transportation. 

@ Body fabricated from 4 mm low 
carbon steel plate. Bottom 
section rolled to shape and 
MIG welded to flat top cookin'3 
surface. Finished usin'3 high 
temperature, rust-inhibitin'3 
paint. Front panel with laser-cut 
door aperture MIG welded to 
front of body. 

@ let;3S from 25mm seamless 
tubin'3. Welded to stove body 
and 4 mm flat mild steel disc 
at bottom. Tube cut to correct 
an'31e usin'3 power hacksaw. 

@) Simple fabricated latch pivoted 
on steel pin (turned on centre 
lathe). Latch and receptor from 
3 mm steel plate. Hole in steel 
plate door for pin, which is 
welded on inside surface. 

@ 15 mm dia steel bar, bored 8 mm 
on lathe to suit 8 mm external 
dia steel pin turned on lathe. 
Bar parted into three pieces. 
Pin is case hardened after 
machining. Bar welded to door 
and stove body as indicated. 

The sketch shows an extract from an initial idea for a camping 
stove. It would result in the finished product opposite, 
in response to a brief to modify a design for a camper's 
portable wood burning stove so it can be safely used for 
cooking and keeping warm. The extracts from annotations 
show the kinds of ideas that might be produced to 
accompany a sketch. 

You have been asked to design a smartphone holder for a car. 
Produce an initial sketch, with several annotations to accompany it. 

You could take inlo 
account some health and 
safety considerations. 
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Rad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

odified pro c ro osal 
Here are ?C>ITl~ f::)(campl~sgf skills involved WJ:lf:l1 __ ~ev:i::lop_i_11g ca __ c::;hg?en _i_c::lf:a ___ (()r __ c::;c:>m_l:>incatic:>n _c::>f i~e;a?) __ _ 
into a modified product proposal. This is an important part of the development cycle that draws on all 
aspects _of enqineerin.g __ capabmty. __ for example, when _developinca-_amodified_product_ proposal with __ 
relevant design documentation, the proposal must consider: a solution, existing products, materials, 

--- - manuf-acturing--processes, sus-taiflabHity,---safety-;-other relevant factors. -
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Develop-- a modified --product proposal 
C911_~ic;l_e::r_J19w_y_QIJ wiJJ _ l?r~~k _c:IQWl1 __ you_r: wor_kf;p_twe>_ !:>!JP:::t~_e;l<s: _Jhe: __ ~9l1J_t:io11_ -~nc!__the;: _ <;ie~ig_n __ _ 
documentation. For example: 

_. optimise yot1r--solution, so it is a clear improvement on the---exi5ting--product (t-he most-important 
factor), demonstrating a justified variation in form and/or approach from the brief, and is much safer 
to use/interact With than the existing product: 

• ~11~u!'~ Y9!-ll" c.f"'.~igr:i Pl"()PO~~I if> __ if1fc:>~ec:i. i:;)~~c;l _on a ___ thc;>["t:)Ug~ _ unc;l_~f'5.~T1d.i_ll_'3 c:>f -~is,ti11~ altern~~iv:~ 
products. 

- • -ensure yo1Jr seleGtion -of matEWiat(s) and manuf-acturing --processes a-re appropriate--to the -brief -
and justified by balanced investigation of options, giving reasons for selection. 

-• take ·ac:count of sustainabilfty at all stages of the product life eyde. 
• _c:;_l_ear_ly _ ri::ff:re_11_c:e Jhe:: fiClf~~ of th~ ___ c;Je?ign , __ _ 

• produce a range of relevant formal documentation to communicate the solution effectively. 

annotate·the -solution ·tobeconcise; toa11owa competent third party to rnterpr-et effectivety 
how to manufacture the solution. 

• use technical terminology throughout. 

3 A final design 
is produced 
based upon 
the original 
proposal, with 
modifications_ 
The learner 
is happy that 
the best 
solution has 
been created. 

~ &.sJ 1--o MOiM~ccJ-vre 

tJ..,;~._,- "-"ol 

'4#.$!¥ 

Now try this 

The example starts with the basic original proposal for the stove 
door latch, listing the advantages and disadvantages of the design. 

DE-V€LOPMt;;r-J'T _pr::" 

'J),~ ... .1""'"t"''.Y~ 
• oper"l-or ~ b"r" R~5e rs 
• ll~ r>ol- Ol.!.iow doer k> be 

-A.I.;~~~ po..r+·,,.11,::i <>pe11 

•<;;"'-pie 1--.. i:c.b to"~,.J-e 

• lle.i ; .._ble op~r._--1;..., 

• C.""'~ ~~ec..~"'e 

Dfh""'~d c>-e~is" 11~s. +o 
1-\o.ve. :-
• S-"'-k ~e.o..f- proe( h.~I~ 
• A-b;I '::> 1o 1-.otd oloor 
po.rh"~ ll:; opt.I\ or ~11.:J Skvf-

• ~ '""P~ MOJ'-'-'/'.-o.dvt~ 

2 A modified, different design is developed but the 
designer feels it is still not the optimised solution. 

Look at the design for the stove legs on page 165. They are welded solidly to the stove body. Sketch a proposal that 
would allow the legs to either detach or fold up to the stove body, for ease of transportation. List the advantages 
and disadvantages for your proposal. 

Had a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

• 
J stif esign __ 

As _yo.v _develop _a __ _ 
12

rocl_uc:t _to -~a_tisf:y __ aclient_ brief,_y_o.u __ wil_l_make _cl_ec:is_io.11:2._relating_to. _m~~d~l ___ chQ.ic.e, _____ -

~~th~d of manufacture and the actual desi43n of ever~ eleme~t of a proposal. You must JUst;fy ~o~i: -
decisions-and also show that you have based your dest;gn-cho1ces UpDfl -a-- good knowleGi'3e o -exis 43 

alternative designs and methods currently available. 

LcJ-cJ.... plP..1-e_ ~vtt jo; .... ed 
{rl Shill'e. fro At- + r'l i <i 

we.lei 

This is the chosen design 
for the stove door latch 
from page 1GG, which would 
need to be fully justified. 
In this example, it could be 
shown using research that 
the decision is based upon 
knowledge of currently 
available products. Images of 
existing stove door latches 
that have been previously 
analysed could be shown. 

-----------
This extract from a 
response shows just one 
element of the overall 
stove design. You will need 
to justify choices for 
every single aspect of a 
developed final proposal. 1 

ha chosen the stove door latch desi<an shown above because it fulfils the 

req:~ements of the design brief better than other designs I have explo red. 

1 It is straightforward and cost effective to manufacture. 

2 It protects the user from burnt fingers. 

3 Multiple door openin<a positions help to control airflow. 

4 It will not jam if the parts expand from the stove heat. 

5 Both major parts can be laser cut accurately in lar<ae quantities, for 

mass production of the product. . . 
6 The resistance of the latch can be adjusted usin<a the sprin<a-ass1sted 

M8 socket head cap screw. 

7 Ancillary parts can be stainless steel to enhance aesthetics and 

lon<aevity. 

-----------------
The image shows a simple bottle opener designed in stainle~s steel. 
The client requested a simple one-piece design that was easily stored. 

Justify the choice of the final design for this product. 

This extract represents only 
a small part of the overall 
justification of the proposal. 
For your chosen design you 
will also need to justify in 
detail the material selection, 
manufacturing processes, 
sustainability, and information 

to enable a competent 
eng'1neer to manufacture the 
proposal accurately (see 
pages 1G8-1G9). 
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Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

g ateria s an processes 
When ~h~osin_~ the mat~rial a developed design Is to be made from, you must show that you have bc:ised 
~ou~ ~ 01ce on Information and knowledge gained from thorough research. This also applies to your 

ecis1ons about hew to--manufacture a product. 

----The---decision--process -

168 

Thd~ diagrfam b~low shows the process you should work throuqh when reachin13 decisions about materials 
an manu acturing methods for your design. - -

Analyse product 
requirements 

3 Analyse material 
properties 

S Make decision and 
justify choice 

2 Research suitable 
materials 

4 Compare advantages 
and disadvantages 

8 Make decision and 
justify choice 

A bicycle frame needs to 
be light and fairly stiff. 

5 Difficult choice 
and I intend 
to consider 
manufacturinq 
processes 
before finalisinq 
my decision. 

Possible materials for the 
cycle frame could be: 

OR 

Now try this 

3A Hiqhest strenqth 
to weiqht ratio 
of any metal, 
hlqhly resistant to 
corrosion, very stiff, 
very expensive. 

36 Hiqhest tensile 
stren13th but brittle, 
hiqh stiffness, 
qood strenqth 
to weiqht ratio, 
corrosion resistant, 
if damaqed cannot 
be repaired easily. 

4 Very similar 
properties. 
Both very liqht 
and stronq. 
Both corrosion 
resistant, and 
very stiff. Both 
excellent for 
bicycle frames. 

This extract from a response shows the materia 

and manufacturing choices in response to a brief 

for _a prototype bicycle frame. It looks at some 

basic prop~rties and manufacturing methods and is 

a good basis for expanding upon in a development 

process. It is important to suggest alternatives for 
mantfacturing processes and types of material. 

6 Research possible 
manufacturing methods 

' 7 Compare advantages 
and disadvantages 

6 Titanium tubes cut on 
power hacksaw, clean 
oxide with carbide 
deburrinq tool, clean 
with acetone. Hold in 
framejiq and TIG weld. 
Carbon fibre and resin 
substrate into pre-set 
mould. Inflatable bladder 
inside tubes. Bake in 
enclave until cured. 

7 Both materials have the 
qualities and properties 
for the product but 
carbon fibre can fail 
catastrophically and 
production is costly. 

8 Carbon fibre 
manufacture is too 
costly for this one-off 
prototype. Titanium is 
more suitable for sinqle 
item production. 

Alu_minium c~uld also b~ ~ons idered as a suitable material for the bicycle frame in the example above Identify the 
main properties of aluminium and suggest whether it is suitable for a bicycle frame. · 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

eveloping susta ·nabi ity 
As an engineer, you need to consider seriously the sustainability of a product at all stages of its life 
cycle. The example below shows sustainability as a major consideration and eight ways a product has 
been designed to be more sustainable, using technical terminology. Although it may not be possible to _ 

always fulfil the eight criteria, it is important to fulfil as many as possible. 

£,Jooc G) Lo"':':i \o,_<;t<A3 iJcodv..d·-
w ;-1-h c..o.Je. (ov\d lC1.sl 

G)S,r"'f\~ 1-o 
+o-b r; c_ol-e vs~'3 
\oc0cl k>lc.c\l'.>M'i:-¥1 

@\.-le.°'J- lS 

v.s~ o.t-

S\)~~~s+
fores.h 

(!) I have added a secondary purpose: a 
vessel to collect radiated heat from the 
chimney to boil water. 

@ The desiqn has been made smaller and less 
wasteful on materials. 

@ Natural energy sources are used. 

----------
Now try this 

The luminAID is a solar-powered light for 
use in developing countries. It packs up very 
small and provides 16 hours of light from 
7 hours of charging in sunlight. 

Consider the luminAID and the images 
opposite. Give two ways that the manufacturer 
of this product made it as sustainable as 

possible. 

@ Desiqned for longevity. 

@fabricated in mild steel, easily be 
recycled. 

@Biodegradable packaginq. 

® Produced locally. 

@Reuse of material. 
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Had a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

• a mg a es·g ~o osa 
VaHdating a_ design __ i_s _al:::>out ensuring that the_ final product conforms to client _s_pecific;;itions and 
~equirements. It represent s the final stage in the process of making sure that new designs are fit for the 
intended purpose, and that they fulfil the initial -brief. 

For e.)(ample, y9u shqulc::I evcilµcite 
your modified design for: Show your skills 
• - success-and limitations of the 

complete solutions 

Consider-how you -wm give a -balanced and thorough -appraisa~ of: 

• indirect benefits and 
opportunitie~ 

• successes and opportunities and limitations and constraints of 
the completed solutions 

• constraints 

• indirect benefits and opportunities. 

You should also: 
• opportunities for -t-echnotogy

led modifications. 
• provide a sound ratio-nale for why the design sorution i5-more 

effective in relation to the brief 

• communicate further technology-led modifications, with 
de.tailed evidence of how they could optimise the solution. Be 
sure to make specific comments that relate. to your chosen 
design solution, rather than general comments. 

Evaluating a -desigli" proposal 
Start 

--==== 
Product design specification (PDS) Final design proposal 

Appraise your design against 
the PDS. 

Success? 

Limitations? 

Balance benefits and 

•••••• opportunities against 

--------' / constraints. 

Discuss whether further Give a sound rationale for 
technological advancements • why your design is effective in 
could optimise the solution. relation to the brief. 

Specification point Design 1 Desi1;3n 2 Desi1;3n 3 Desi1;3n 4 
from PDS 

Ease of operation 0 0 3 0 

Cost effectiveness 0 0 3 0 

Ease of manufacture 1 1 3 0 

Durability 1 1 0 3 

Sustainability 1 0 1 4 

Aesthetic '\Uality 0 0 2 1 

Total 3 2 12 8 

Now try this 

Look at the development of the door handle/latch for a wood-burning 
stove, on pages 165-167 and page 169. Give four valid reasons why the final 
design proposal is an improvement over the initial simple latch design and 
the sliding bar design. 

To show that you have 
thoroughly analysed your 
final design proposal 
against the Client Brief 
and Product Design 
Specification, you could 
spli t your validation ·into 
the four sections shown 
here. 

In this extract from 
a validation exercise, 
each design has been 
rated against points 

Desi1;3n 5 I 
from the PDS. Each 
design idea has been 
given a numerical value 
to establish the one 
that matches the PDS 
best. When a numerical 
analysis is completed 
you would need to 
provide a justification 
to support the 
decisions. This would 
include details of any 
practical testing of 

4 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

6 

your design proposal 
you have done. 

Some criteria for the optimised 
design are listed on page 1G7. 

Had a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Eva ating wit tools 
-an ·techni ues · 

There are many different tools and techni~ues you can use when evaluati ng the suitability of a design 
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You should use a variety of good evaluation tools in your validation. Notice in this extract: 
CD weighted matrix 

@ ind"1rect benefit identified 

@graphical representation of survey results 

@)a written rationale 

@identification of further opportunities (make sure you also consider further 
technology-led modifications, in relation to the specified product and solution). 

Look at the stove design on page 165. The feet are welded to the four tubular 
legs, which are then welded directly to the body of the stove. 

Think about the stove in 
operation, and consider 
if the proposed design 
would be a perfect 
solution. 

Evaluate this design for the legs, giving two positive features and two negative 

features. 
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